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ABSTRACT 
With recent innovative advances in endovascular medical devices, industry attention on patient-specific 

healthcare solutions, and increased access to Additive Manufacturing (AM), there has been excitement 

to define methods and tools to use 3D printing for patient-specific medical device training. Our research 

focused on defining methods to manufacture first-of-its-kind, compliant, 3D printed, patient-specific 

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) vascular flow models for use in simulation of Endovascular Aortic 

Repair (EVAR) procedures under fluoroscopic guidance. The phantoms are used to train physicians for 

complex procedures using new medical devices; identify possible peri-procedural complications and 

approaches to mitigate them; and allow physicians to practice patient-specific procedural approaches in-

vitro. It was hypothesized that the use of these AAA 3D printed phantoms would impact the approach to 

clinical procedures per lessons learned via advanced training and procedural simulation. 
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 
The research presented in this Master’s Thesis is focused on using 3D printing tools to improve the 

treatment of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAAs). This disease is an important subgroup of the 

Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD) 

1.1 Cardiovascular System & Disease 

1.1.1 Cardiovascular Disease: Incidence and Early Endovascular Treatment 
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are conditions that involve the heart and blood vessels such as atrial 

fibrillation, congestive heart failure, coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke, and aneurysms. 

Diseases of the cardiovascular system, disrupting its function, are the leading cause of deaths worldwide 

causing 31% of deaths, 17.9 million people in 2016 [1]. In the United States in 2015, 41.5% of 

individuals, 102.7 million people, had at least one cardiovascular disease. 1 in 3 deaths in the United 

States is are attributed to cardiovascular disease, approximately 800,00 deaths per year; 160,000 of the 

deaths occur in individuals under the age of 65 [2-4]. As of 2016, cardiovascular disease accounted for 

1/6th of United States healthcare costs, $555 billion in 2015, and is expected to increase to $1.1 trillion 

by 2035 [2, 3]. 

The 20th century was a period of rapid innovation in the treatment of cardiovascular diseases with 

pharmaceuticals and surgical repair [5]. The minimally invasive endovascular repair was founded in the 

mid-1900s with coronary angioplasty and then stenting [6]. Since then, endovascular surgical 

techniques have been expanded to include neurovasculature and peripheral vasculature to address 

stenosed/ blocked vessels and aneurysms to name a few. The endovascular treatment domain is still in 

its infancy as new devices and techniques are being developed to reduce surgical invasiveness, improve 

patient outcomes, and address unmet needs. 
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1.1.1 Cardiovascular System: Aorta Anatomy and Physiology 
The cardiovascular system, Figure 1, transports blood to distribute nutrients, gasses, hormones, 

metabolites, and blood cells throughout the body for metabolic activity [7]. Oxygenated blood originates 

at the lungs and then travels to the left side of the heart to be pumped to tissues through arteries, Figure 

2. Nutrients and metabolites (wastes) are exchanged with tissues via capillaries and deoxygenated blood 

travels back to the right side of the heart via veins. 

Figure 1. Cardiovascular System Components. Blood travels away from the heart in arteries, through capillary beds for metabolite 

exchange, and back to the heart through veins [8]. 

Figure 2. Main Arteries of the Human Body. Blood is pumped by the heart into the aorta and throughout the body by these large arteries 

which will divide into smaller arteries and arterioles to transport blood to capillaries in all tissues [7]. 
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The Aorta: Anatomy 
The focus of the research presented here involves disease of the aorta, which is the main blood vessel 

that supplies blood to the abdomen, pelvis, and legs, Figure 2. The ascending aorta, Figure 3, originates 

just beyond the left ventricle of the heart and travels superior before a posterior-medial bend at the aortic 

arch apex and is referred to as the thoracic aorta.  At this level, the cervical great vessels 

(brachiocephalic artery, carotid artery, subclavian artery) originate and provide blood to the upper 

extremities and head, Figure 2. The aorta continues inferior through the diaphragm, the divide between 

the thoracic aorta and abdominal aorta regions, before bifurcating into two iliac vessels, Figure 3 and 

Figure 4, which each travel to a lower extremity. At the suprarenal and infrarenal abdominal aorta, 

arteries originate that travel to the abdominal organs such as the spine, kidneys, and gastrointestinal 

system referred to as visceral arteries, Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Aortic Arch Segments. The aorta bisects the thoracic and abdominal cavities. The four main divisions are the ascending aorta, 

aortic arch, descending thoracic aorta, suprarenal abdominal aorta, and infrarenal aorta [9]. 
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Figure 4. The Aorta and Large Bifurcating Arteries in Transverse and Sagittal Planes. The ascending aorta travels posterior and lateral at 

the aortic arch and continues inferior through the abdomen prior to bifurcating into the iliac arteries traveling into the legs. Visceral 

arteries originate from the abdominal aorta [10]. 

The Aorta: Hemodynamics 
The aorta is a compliant vessel, meaning it dilates and contracts with a pressure differential assisting in 

blood flow through the circulatory system. The pressure within the aorta is dynamic with the systolic 

and diastolic phases of the heart, approximately 120 / 80mmHg.  The total blood flow through the 

abdominal aorta is reported via MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) for men at rest to be 3.6 L/min and 

1.2 L/min at the supraceliac and infrarenal aorta respectively [11]. 

1.2 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms 

1.2.1 AAA Incidence 
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAAs) are characterized as a dilation of the abdominal aorta, the largest 

artery in the body, which can rupture without warning resulting in life threatening bleeding, Figure 5. 

Rupture of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAA) is the 14th leading cause of death in the United States 

and the 10th leading cause of death for men over the age of 55 [12, 13]. The general population 

prevalence of AAAs is 4.8% and is associated with 80% overall mortality in the event of rupture [14]. 

One study reported that only about 1 in 5 people survive a ruptured abdominal aneurysm [15]. Of 
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patients who survive long enough to receive an operation at the hospital, 50-70% recover [16, 17]. 

Therefore, the treatment strategy for patients diagnosed with AAAs is an elective aortic repair procedure 

with the goal of preventing rupture [17]. 

Figure 5. Normal Abdominal Aorta vs. Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm vs. Ruptured Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm [10]. 

The average cost of AAA treatment over 2 years is approximately $75,000, with the implant device 

accounting for approximately 35% [18]. Based on a 2003 study, the total hospital costs only were over 

$3 billion for AAA treatment, including both unruptured and ruptured AAAs. This does not include the 

rehabilitation or lost productivity costs [19]. 

1.2.2 AAA Types 
AAAs can be further categorized by the level at which the native aorta balloons and interacts with the 

visceral arteries: suprarenal, pararenal, juxtarenal, or infrarenal, Figure 6 [20]. An arterial aneurysm is 

defined as a focal dilation of a blood vessel with respect to the original artery.  An abdominal aortic 

aneurysm (AAA) is defined as an aortic diameter at least one and one-half times the normal diameter at 
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the level of the renal arteries, which is approximately 2.0 cm. Various diseases can weaken the aortic 

artery walls which are hypothesized to balloon out from the pressurized blood circulating inside. An 

abdominal aortic aneurysm is most often seen in males over age 60 who have one or more risk factors 

such as tobacco use, age, Caucasian race, family history, diabetes, hypertension, or other incidence of 

aneurysm(s) [21, 22]. The larger the aneurysm, the more likely it is to break open or tear. 

Figure 6. AAA Types. An AAA is categorized based upon the visceral arteries involved at the level of the aneurysm and in relation to the 

renal arteries. They are categorized as suprarenal, pararenal, juxtarenal, and infrarenal [20]. 

1.2.3 AAA Diagnosis 
AAAs are commonly asymptomatic and thus found as an incidental finding of other medical imaging 

protocols or discovered as a pulsatile abdominal mass during physical examination [23]. AAAs are 

diagnosed with diagnostic imaging such as x-rays showing calcifications along a ballooned aorta, 

abdominal ultrasound, Computed Tomography (CT), and/or Magnetic Resonance (MR). Multi-slice CT 

Angiography (CTA) is most commonly used to monitor aneurysm progression and aide physicians in 

planning for treatment. 

1.2.4 AAA Treatment 
Elective AAA treatment, with the goal of preventing rupture, include open surgical repair (OSR) and 

endovascular aortic repair (EVAR), Figure 7 and Figure 8. The objective is to bypass the aneurysmal 

region of the AAA to remove the hemodynamic stress on the weakened aneurysm wall, thus reducing 
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the risk of rupture. A 1252 patient study reported 4.3% and 1.8% 30 day operative mortality for OSR 

and EVAR respectively with no significant difference in total mortality [24]. Higher morbidity has been 

observed for larger aneurysms for OSR and EVAR, 9.7% morbidity for EVAR procedures for every 

1cm increase in AAA size [25]. However it is reported that EVAR results in significantly shorter 

lengths of stay in the hospital [22]. 

Figure 7. AAA Treatment Options: Open Repair vs. Endovascular Repair. Open repair involves direct suturing of bypass grafts to the 

aorta above and below the aneurysm whereas endovascular repair involves expanding grafts inside the blood vessels to traverse the 

aneurysm [26]. 

Figure 8. Final Graft Configurations for Open Repair vs. Endovascular Repair. Open repair direct suturing and endovascular repair 

expanding grafts as depicted by sutures and catheter unsheathing respectively [27]. 

Open Surgical Aortic Repair 
Open repair, or open laparotomy, was the first treatment available for prevention of AAA rupture, 

developed in 1952 [28]. Under general anesthesia, a large incision is made from below the breastbone 
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to below the naval, Figure 7. The abdominal aorta is isolated and clamped off. The aneurysm sac is cut 

open and appropriately sized synthetic graft(s) are sutured to the aorta to bypass the AAA, Figure 8. 

Grafts are typically made of Dacron or polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The graft is sutured to healthy 

aortic tissue on both ends of the graft and the clamps are released to ensure blood flow before suturing 

the aneurysmal aortic tissue around the graft. Depending on the AAA type, defined by the visceral 

arteries involved at level of aneurysm, additional grafts are placed to bypass flow to the visceral arteries. 

The organs are placed appropriately before closing the incision [29]. Complications include: heart 

attack, irregular heart rhythms, bleeding, injury to bowel, loss of flow to the legs, blood clots, infection 

to graft, lung problems, kidney damage, and spinal cord injury [29]. 

For juxtarenal AAAs, the same procedure is performed with the addition of bypassing the visceral 

arteries that are located within the aneurysmal portion of the aorta. This includes additional clamping 

and multiple grafts being sutured to the target artery and an origin to the aorta. This adds complexity to 

the procedure. 

Endovascular Aortic Repair 
The current minimally invasive procedure is referred to as EVAR stent grafting in which grafts are 

deployed from within the vessels with only two arterial access points, first documented in 1991 [30]. 

This is a procedure in which a series of modular synthetic tubes with metal “Z” supports are secured to 

the vessel proximal and distal to the aneurysm sac to create a new “pipe”, preventing further growth and 

subsequent rupture of the aneurysm, Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. EVAR Procedure. During EVAR, the stent grafts are traversed through the arteries to the level of the AAA overtop guidewires 

under fluoroscopic imaging guidance. They are deployed at the level of the aneurysm with a few centimeter overlap proximal and distal to 

establish a seal from blood flow [10]. 

Complications include: damage to surrounding blood vessels or organs, kidney damage, loss of flow to 

the leg(s), groin wound infection, groin hematoma, bleeding, endoleak, and spinal cord injury [29]. 

Endoleak is a complication in which the aneurysm continues filling after EVAR treatment. There are 

five types of endoleak which describe the mechanism/ location of the endoleak, Figure 10 [31]. Post 

EVAR, Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) imaging is performed to ensure no endoleak occurs at 

the stent graft fixation points and/or from collateral blood flow to the aneurysm sac, Figure 11. 

Figure 10. Endoleak. blood flow can continue to fill the aneurysm after stent graft deployment, called endoleak, and is categorized by the 

mode of the leak [31]. 
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Figure 11. Fluoroscopic Imaging Pre- and Post- EVAR Treatment. The AAA (red arrow) is depicted pre-treatment (left) with DSA imaging 

via catheter injection at the level of the renal arteries. Post-treatment (right), the stent graft system is in place and the aneurysm is no 

longer filling with blood per DSA imaging, with no endoleak apparent [32]. 

EVAR procedures are typically performed in an operating room or an interventional radiology suite 

under general anesthesia. Physicians introduce devices to the femoral artery via percutaneous access [6]. 

An initial Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) is captured to determine the positions of the renal 

artery takeoffs to locate the target position for the main stent graft placement, Figure 11. The main steps 

of the endovascular procedure are shown in Figure 12. The main body graft is introduced within its own 

delivery sheath and positioned just below the renal arteries, at least 10 mm, Figure 12-1. The graft is 

positioned in the aorta by observing small radiopaque markers under fluoroscopy sewn onto the graft per 

Figure 17, and oriented per Instructions For Use (IFU) as each brand of EVAR graft is slightly different: 

two triangles indicating the direction of the iliac limbs, a long marker for contralateral limb side, etc. 

The graft is unsheathed in the proper orientation so that the iliac leg graft portions open towards their 

target arteries, Figure 12-2. Lastly, the stent graft top cap is released to completely deploy the graft, 

Figure 12-3. After the main body graft is unsheathed, both stent graft distal ostia are accessed to allow 

modular deployment of the iliac limb grafts, Figure 12-4 and Figure 12-6. Finally, a compliant balloon is 

expanded at all modular graft overlaps to achieve a tight seal, Figure 12-7. A final angiography is 
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performed to check for endoleak before removing all devices and closing the access points in the 

femoral arteries, Figure 11-B. 

Figure 12. EVAR Procedural Steps. The stent graft is advanced overtop a guidewire to the target proximal landing zone (1), prior to being 

unsheathed (2). The graft is released from the delivery sheath (3) before contralateral and ipsilateral iliac stent grafts are delivered and 

unsheathed (4-7) to complete the EVAR stent system, bypassing flow to the aneurysm [33]. 

1.2.5 Fenestrated EndoVascular Aortic Repair (FEVAR) 
Though effective, a substantial patient population is not eligible for EVAR due to the presence of 

anatomical complexity characterized by a short proximal neck - less than 10 mm of normal aorta 

between the renal artery takeoff and aneurysm sac. Due to the significant increase in complexity of 

procedures performed with the fenestrated device necessary for treatment compared to standard EVAR 

cases, the treatment of Juxtarenal Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (JAAA) is referred to by the name: 

Fenestrated EndoVascular Aortic Repair (FEVAR). This anatomical characteristic is inherent to a 

JAAAs, found in approximately 15% of AAA cases [17, 30]. One study reported that FEVAR has 
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comparable long term follow up with juxtarenal OSR with less invasive methods, 30-day postoperative 

mortality of 1.49% and 0% for OSR and FEVAR respectively with no significant difference in 5-year 

survival. Case complication rate was 21.6% and 8.8% for OSR and EVAR respectively and re-

intervention was comparable across both techniques. However, the FEVAR group had significantly 

shorter length of stay in the intensive care unit and in-hospital stay. [22]. 

In 2012, the first stent graft designed for patients with JAAAs was approved (Zenith® Fenestrated AAA 

Endovascular Graft, Cook Medical, Bloomington, IN). This device has small cut outs for the renal 

arteries and the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) which allows graft-vessel apposition at the proximal 

aneurysm neck, a type of placement not possible with standard EVAR grafts, Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Fenestrated Stent Grafts for a FEVAR Procedure. The fenestrated graft has side openings “holes”, that align with the renal 

arteries and superior mesenteric artery to allow the stent graft system to traverse aneurysms that include the visceral arteries [26]. 

As the takeoff angle and offset height of the renal arteries and SMA vary from patient to patient, this 

graft is custom-designed and manufactured for each case based on diagnostic CT Angiogram (CTA) 

imaging, Figure 14 [34]. Prior to the availability of the Zenith fenestrated graft, physicians would 
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modify standard grafts by burning fenestrations in the graft and re-sheathing the device for delivery in 

the procedural room. This practice continues for specific anatomies, Figure 15 [12, 35]. 

Figure 14. Patient Specific Fenestrated Graft. The fenestration locations, distance from edge (height) and clock position (angle) are 

customized for each patient graft based on CTA diagnostic imaging. An example patient specific graft is depicted. The grafts are deployed 

via three release mechanisms on the control handle to: 1. Expand the graft radially, via diameter releasing ties, 2. Release the proximal 

end of the graft, and 3. Release the distal end of the graft [36]. 

Figure 15. Custom-Made Fenestrated Graft by Physician. Historically physicians have retrofit stent-grafts with custom fenestrations for 

juxtrarenal AAA treatment [35]. 
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FEVAR includes all the EVAR procedural steps along with an additional set of complex actions to 

ensure patency and maintained blood flow to the renal arteries and SMA, which are located in the 

proximal seal zone of the main body graft contrary to EVAR, Figure 16. These include: 1. precise 

fenestration placement at visceral artery ostia, 2. renal stent placement and flaring, 3. deployment of an 

additional endograft, known as the distal main body graft.  

Figure 16. FEVAR Procedural Steps. The proximal FEVAR stent graft is oriented and deployed at the proximal seal zone with the 

fenestrations opening to the visceral arteries which are cannulated with wires/ catheters (left). The visceral arteries are connected to the 

FEVAR graft with individual stents which are then sealed to the FEVAR graft with balloon-flaring techniques (middle). This allows the 

blood to reach the visceral arteries without filling the aneurysm. A distal stent graft is mated to the proximal stent graft (middle) and iliac 

stent grafts mated to complete the graft system (right) [37]. 

The fenestrated proximal main body graft is unsheathed similar to the EVAR graft; however, precise 

orientation is vital to maintain blood flow to the renal arteries and SMA. Each of the fenestrations have 

four radiopaque gold markers at north, south, east, and west edges, Figure 17-1B, and the fenestrated 

proximal graft has six radiopaque markers on opposite faces to allow image guided navigation for graft 

rotation and positioning, Figure 18-1, more complex than the EVAR triangles. 
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North 

South 

Figure 17. FEVAR Stent Graft Fenestrations and Procedural Imaging. The FEVAR graft has three openings which have radiopaque gold 

markers sewn at their edges (1A, 1B, 1C). Procedural imaging depicts initial DSA to visualize the aneurysm sac (2B) and a final DSA to 

visualize the stent graft with no endoleak to the aneurysm (2D). The FEVAR stent graft is depicted as per fluoroscopic view of the 

radiopaque Z stents and small radiopaque markers and along the edges of the three fenestrations ad along the length of the graft for 

orientation. The renal arteries are catheterized with sheaths in preparation of renal stent deployment (2C). The pre- and post-treatment 3D 

reconstructions of the aneurysm are depicted (2A and 2E respectively) [38]. 

Figure 18. FEVAR Graft Fluoroscopic Visibility Pre- and Post-Deployment. The pre-deployed graft (left) is oriented at the proper 

angulation based on the radiopaque markers (red arrows). The deployed graft configuration (right) depicts the same markers in the 

expanded configuration [39]. 
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Before complete deployment of the fenestrated proximal graft, the renal arteries are catheterized to 

ensure patency and access, Figure 17-2C and Figure 18-C. After deployment, renal stents are deployed 

with some overlap inside the main body graft and then flared at the graft interface with a balloon to 

avoid endoleak, Figure 16-left. Unlike EVAR, where proximal and distal regions are covered with one 

main body graft, FEVAR grafts are assembled with two components: the fenestrated proximal main 

body graft and the distal main body graft which bifurcates into the iliac limbs. It is crucial that patency 

and overlap of these subcomponents is achieved to prevent endoleak, Figure 19. 

Figure 19. Complete FEVAR Stent Graft System on Benchtop. The FEVAR graft system is depicted including the proximal FEVAR graft, 

distal graft, two iliac extension grafts, and the two renal stents. 

During stent graft treatment, anatomical complexities such as a short aneurysm neck (<10 mm) and high 

vessel takeoff angle (among others) can result in difficulty achieving a seal proximal and distal to the 

aneurysm. A poor seal results in a condition called endoleak where blood is still able to fill the 

aneurysm, potentially leading to further growth and subsequent rupture if not corrected, Figure 10 [30, 

40]. Endoleak can occur at the graft attachment sites to the vessel, branching arteries, or from a graft 

defect. The risk of poor proximal attachment has traditionally excluded JAAA patients from EVAR 
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treatment, until the development of FEVAR [41]. These fenestrated stent grafts have a complex 

deployment process including: 1. critical image guided placement to ensure the fenestrations open to the 

three major branching arteries of the abdominal aorta, 2. concurrent control of multiple catheter systems 

from up to three arterial access points shown in Figure 20, 3. coordinating overlap of five modular stent 

grafts to achieve a leak-proof system, depicted as a system in Figure 19 [34, 42]. The presence of these 

additional complexities and procedural steps during FEAVR graft deployment - as compared with 

EVAR- results in additional potential failure modes and risk of periprocedural complication [43]. 

Figure 20. Select FEVAR Ancillary Products. The FEVAR procedure involves the concurrent use of various wires, catheters, and balloons 

in addition to the stent grafts needed to gain access to inject contrast agent for DSA imaging, gaining access to the visceral arteries, and 

mating grafts via balloon expansion [44]. 

1.3 Endovascular Device Training Tools 
To reduce risk of procedural complications and mortality, physicians and clinical staff are trained using 

a variety of tools. Traditionally these include didactic lectures, clinical observation, and using devices 

for the first-time during patient procedures.  As procedures have increased in complexity with greater 

risk of complications and mortality, tools have undergone innovation to provide physicians and staff an 

opportunity to practice the device use prior to patient intervention via hands-on simulation. The training 
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tools available: computer simulation, in-vitro, in-vivo; each simulate a portion of the actual product use 

but lack a holistic realism of an image guided procedure with a compliant aorta and tactile device 

feedback. 

Training requirements are currently defined by the Medical Device Manufacturer (MDM) and the US 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and vary depending on the class of medical device and predicate 

products. FEVAR procedures are complex requiring concurrent control of multiple devices from 

multiple access points under fluoroscopic guidance only. To complicate matters, each case is unique as 

each graft is custom-made to the patient anatomy. For FEVAR procedures, physicians have been 

trained via in-depth 2-day training sessions involving didactic lectures / discussions of the graft sizing, 

planning, deployment steps, and observed case recordings prior to hands-on graft deployment in a 

standard-anatomy rigid model under fluoroscopy.  The first two to five patient cases are proctored by a 

trained physicians [45]. Physicians have expressed the need for a more patient-specific model to 

simulate the procedural steps more closely matched with their first case to train to the procedure in terms 

of multiple graft placement and deployments as each case is different with unique challenges determined 

by the anatomy.   

One of the challenges in developing diagnostic and endovascular devices to treat endovascular diseases 

is a lack of existing test methods that adequately simulate the clinical conditions in which these devices 

function. The concept of developing new models is certainly not novel and is generally addressed by 

clinical engineers with the traditional set of testing options: rigid or silicone in-vitro benchtop models 

and/or in-vivo animal models. In the vascular field, however, these tools all fall short of providing 

adequate meaningful feedback such as device interaction force (friction, backup), fluoroscopic imaging, 

and/or providing patient-specific challenges. Rigid and silicone models lack relevant vessel compliance 

and lubricity. Animal models lack relevant geometry and tortuosity. The lack of available test fixtures 
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hinders product development teams that attempt to learn from device failures in the development of 

endovascular devices. 

1.3.1 Computer Simulation and Training Tools 
With recent advances in haptics and computer modeling, there are a few computer-haptic simulators 

available for training of endovascular interventions, such as the Mentice, Figure 21 [46]. These systems 

allow users to practice with endovascular devices, such as catheters and wires, within a haptic system 

mimicking device use with a simulated fluoroscopic x-ray display. Users can practice endovascular 

interventional procedures from a device and process perspective.  The haptics provide some feedback to 

the user via device in the computer simulation but still lack holistic feedback including mechanical 

interactions between devices and/or tissue. 

Figure 21. Simulation Training Tools. The Mentice Endovascular Simulator is a training tool that enables users to use up to three 

endovascular tools to treat simulated patients to practice device use and procedural steps [46]. 

1.3.2 In-Vitro Models 
In-vitro models are used throughout product development and training for a benchtop simulation of 

product performance. In-vitro models can be as simple as tubes of the aorta’s diameter dimensions to a 

complete replica of a patient anatomy, all used for various tests of product specifications. The more 

complete vascular models are typically made of silicone or glass for their transparency and robustness, 

Figure 22 [47, 48]. Other materials have been used such as investment cast polyurethane, stiff 3D 

printed photopolymers, or compliant silicone materials as described in Section 1.4. 
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Physicians perform simulated training through sheaths in the mimicked femoral arteries usually under 

video camera visualization for navigation, or under fluoroscopic x-ray imaging which is more 

challenging to facilitate due to the imaging equipment availability. Sometimes these models are used 

within a flow-loop circuit to allow for flow conditions, temperature-controlled fluid, and/or pulsation of 

the aorta (silicone models) [47]. 

With in-vitro models, devices can be used as they would clinically, including preparation, delivery, 

deployment, retraction, and in combination with other devices.  This aspect allows for clinical realism of 

the procedure but also allows device interaction which is why these models are typically used for 

training of complex procedures and failure analysis. These models can be manufactured to mimic a 

specific patient’s anatomy based off CTA imaging.  The glass models have larger dimensional 

tolerances as they are glass-blown. The silicone and 3D printed models have higher dimensional 

accuracy However, the lead time of silicone models can be a few weeks and 3D printing of vascular 

models is in its infancy requiring equipment and post processing solutions. 

Figure 22. Select AAA In-Vitro Models : Glass and Silicone. In-vitro models are used for device testing and training. Typical models are 

made of glass (left) or silicone (right) [47, 48] 

1.3.3 In-Vivo Models 
In-vivo models and animal studies are an important part of the development of any medical device to 

ensure safety in a biologic environment. AAA induction models include mouse, rat, hamster/ guinea pig, 
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rabbit, turkey, sheep, dog, and porcine animal species. Most models artificially create aneurysms via 

degradation of the arterial tissue via chemical means (e.g. calcium chloride, angiotensin II) or surgery, 

causing a ballooning of the artery to form an aneurysmal morphology [49]. Limitations of these models 

specifically regarding human EVAR procedures include the lack of chronic conditions and anatomical 

dimensional considerations. 

1.4 Additive Manufacturing in Healthcare and AAA Simulation 
Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, has revolutionized manufacturing of products 

across industries with recent advances in materials and resolution. AM is a process in which 3D 

designed parts, Computer Aided Design (CAD) files, can be manufactured layer by layer in various 

materials such as metal or plastic.  This manufacturing method allows for more flexibility in geometric 

design features than traditional manufacturing methods (e.g. casting, machining) allow for traditionally 

and do not require custom fixtures for complex features.  There are various types of AM such as: SLA, 

FDM, MJM, 3DP, and SLS. Stereolithography, SLA, involves curing liquid photopolymer resin via 

laser for each layer cross-section on a stage that is repositioned between layers. Fused Deposition 

Modeling, FDM, parts are traced layer by layer with a nozzle of heated thermoplastics which cool into a 

solid. Multi Jet Modeling, MJM, is a process in which liquid material is deposited and cured layer by 

layer, also known as polyjet printing,  Figure 24. 3DP involves depositing binder, in a similar process to 

MJM, on a layer of powder to solidify layer by layer. SLS, Selective Laser Sintering, is similar to 3DP 

but the powder is fused layer by layer with a laser [50, 51]. 
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Figure 23. Multi Jet Modeling, MJM, 3D Printing Process. Liquid material and support resin are deposited on a tray, planed, and 

solidified. An elevator move\s the tray down and subsequent layers are built. This type of 3D printing was utilized for the manufacture of 

the AAA models in this research [51]. 

The healthcare industry has used AM for prototyping due to its efficient and cost-effective nature 

compared to historical machining methods.  The industry is developing methods for manufacturing 

medical devices with AM as per recent FDA guidance and is in its infancy for using AM for patient-

specific medical device development including simulation and custom medical devices [52]. 

The orthopedic domain has been the front-runner in applying AM for custom patient-specific devices 

such as cutting guides and craniomaxillofacial reconstruction/joint implants resulting in a plethora of 

methods and techniques for patient specific data processing and translation [53]. As patient specific 

applications of AM spread to other healthcare domains, technological methods must be refined for 

specific medical applications. 

Recent literature has highlighted the advancements in 3D printing allowing physicians to train and plan 

for procedures using patient-specific 3D printed models as follows. Use of these phantoms to practice 

various approaches has shown promise as a method to improve clinical interventional outcomes and 

reduce the risk of periprocedural complications. Patient specific AAA phantoms fabricated via additive 

manufacturing have been used to visualize complex anatomies and create models for mock device 
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deployment [54-57]. Previous investigations have traditionally been fabricated from stiff photopolymers 

that lack compliance of arteries vital for graft placement.  Many have followed this approach by 

fabricating a stiff 3D printed cast for silicone or polyurethane injection molding, creating systems to 

capture the flexible and compliant nature of the arteries [58-63]. However, this method is very time 

intensive, requiring days to weeks for molding, casting, and layering, in addition to producing phantoms 

with more rigid properties than human vasculature. In the last ten years, photopolymer additive 

manufacturing with MJM technology has advanced with the addition of commercially available flexible 

photoresins, namely the Stratasys Tango and Agilus family. A number of case studies have documented 

the feasibility of using 3D printed flexible photopolymers for AAA models, as well as quantifying the 

material characteristics of physiological values such as: compliance, stiffness, and pressure distributions 

[59, 60, 64]. 

1.5 Research Intent and Purpose 
The research presented in this Master’s Thesis is focused on using the 3D printing tools to improve the 

treatment of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAAs). A series of full-scale, flexible, patient-specific 3D 

printed phantoms of abdominal and peripheral vasculature were developed for physician training and 

treatment simulation via x-ray guided vascular simulation of FEVAR procedures. The methods to 

design, manufacture, and use the phantoms were developed using available equipment and materials. 

The impact of the x-ray guided vascular simulation was evaluated using a novel method to compare 

clinical approaches per diagnostic imaging, simulation, and the clinical intervention. Three physicians 

preparing for their first FEVAR procedures were trained using all classical methods in addition to an x-

ray guided vascular simulation prior to the procedure using the patient specific 3D printed phantoms. 

An additional two physicians preparing for challenging cases performed an x-ray guided vascular 

simulation using the patient specific 3D printed phantoms to determine endovascular treatment 

feasibility. 
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METHODOLOGY TO ADDITIVE MANUFACTURE 

ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSM PHANTOMS 
The process to 3D print anatomy from patient imaging modalities such as CT or MR is understood and 

reported to include the stages of segmentation, design for printing, additive manufacturing, and post 

processing. Each step has challenges such as resolution of clinical imaging, imaging contrast between 

anatomical features and cleaning support material from the parts. As we intended to print hollow 

arterial structures to use a flow loop system, the following describes the methods we employed and 

developed specifically for EVAR simulation from design for additive manufacturing to the simulation 

setup. We aimed to provide a simulated procedure with a novel, 3D printed flexible AAA patient-

specific model in which the physician could perform the exact procedure with stent grafts and accessory 

products from gaining access through the iliac arteries with multiple graft deployments and DSA 

imaging. 

2.1 Phantom Design 
The AAA phantom fabrication process was based on the methodology defined by previous work of our 

laboratory to create anatomically accurate vascular structures. Methods were optimized and modified to 

address specifications for EVAR simulation. The key steps are summarized in Figure 24 and include: 

image acquisition, segmentation and stereolithographic (STL) mesh conversion, design for additive 

manufacturing, fabrication via additive manufacturing, and post processing [65-71]. 
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Figure 24. Overview of Phantom Design and Additive Manufacturing Process. The key steps include: image acquisition (A), segmentation 

and STL mesh conversion (B and C), design for additive manufacturing (D), fabrication via additive manufacturing (E), and post 

processing to create the final phantom (F). 

2.1.1 Image Acquisition 
Collection and analyses of all scan and patient data was completed under IRB approval. CT images, 

Figure 25-A and Figure 26, were acquired on a 320-slice Toshiba Aquilion One system with 0.742 mm 

in-plane resolution and 2.5 mm slice thickness per standard AAA diagnostic imaging protocols. The 3D 

reconstructions of the Toshiba Vitrea Workstation (Toshiba Medical Systems Europe) and/or RadiANT 

DICOM Viewer (Medixant; Pozan, Poland) were used to help determine the best diagnostic imaging 

series best suited for segmentation based on slice thickness, resolution, and clear tissue boundaries to 

identify the anatomic regions of interest: aortic lumen, thrombus, and/or calcifications.  Figure 25 

depicts patient CTA imaging as individual slices (images A, B), CT reconstruction (images C, D), and 

maximum intensity projections (images E, F). The clinical team identified the planned clinical 

procedural steps for the case including access sites; expected product and sizes including catheters, 

wires, and stent grafts; and expected challenges if applicable. 
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Figure 25. CTA Diagnostic Imaging. Depicted are images from patient CTA diagnostic imaging: aorta cross section slices (A, B), 

CT Reconstructions (C, D) and aorta longitudinal section slices (E, F). 

2.1.2 Segmentation and STL Mesh Conversion 
Segmentation is the process in which specified pixels are selected from the 2D imaging slices and 

converted to a 3D CAD file. The Vascular Modeling Toolkit, VMTK,(OROBIX, Bergamo, Italy) and 

Materialise Mimics (Leuven, Belgium) were used to segment to the arterial lumen, thrombus, and 

calcifications from the CTA study using a method developed by Izzo et. al. [67] including isolating a 

volume of interest, and segmenting via thresholding and fast-marching algorithms [72]. Each component 

was individually written out to stereolithographic STL files for use in later steps. Segmentation of 

thrombus in VMTK is depicted, Figure 26. Segmentation of arterial lumens and calcifications are 

depicted in Mimics, Figure 27. 

Figure 26. Segmentation of Thrombus via VMTK. Seed points (red) selected on the CTA (A) to define thresholding values for segmentation 

of the thrombus as shown in 3D (A) and from a sagittal view (B). 
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Figure 27. Segmentation of Vessels and Calcifications via Mimics. Vessels (green) and Calcifications (red) segmented from the CTA 

imaging as shown from sagittal (bottom left), frontal (top left), and transverse (top right) planes. The 3D rendering of the STLs are 

depicted (bottom right). 

2.1.3 Design for Additive Manufacturing 
Prior to 3D printing the phantom, the exported STL mesh must be designed specifically for the additive 

manufacturing process. This includes mesh cleanup, any alterations to the native geometry for the 

simulation objectives, construction of flow loop structures, construction of support structures, and 

preparing the model for additive manufacturing. 

Mesh Cleanup 
Autodesk Meshmixer (San Rafael, CA) was used to clean up the mesh by removing any artifacts from 

the segmentation process such as unclosed contours or jagged surfaces, isolating the anatomical 

structures of interest, and smoothing the pixelated surfaces. For a detailed overview of this process, 

please refer to our lab’s prior publications describing methods and challenges associated with designing 

3D printed vascular anatomy such as neurovasculature, structural heart, and coronary arteries for 

simulation of endovascular interventions and identification of hemodynamic properties [70, 73-78]. 

Figure 28 details the stages of model smoothing and surface repair. 
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Figure 28. Mesh Cleanup of Arterial Lumen, Thrombus, and Calcifications via Autodesk Meshmixer. The exported STLs (left) are pixelated 

as depicted for the vessels (light grey), thrombus (pink), and calcifications (dark grey). The STLs are smoothed in preparation for 3D 

printing as depicted (right) for the vessels (multiple colors), thrombus (dark green), and calcifications (grey) (right). 

Alterations to The Native Geometry for the Simulation Objectives 
Each patient specific Zenith® FEVAR graft (Cook Medical, Bloomington, IN) was manufactured with 

custom fenestrations based on diagnostic CTA imaging. These grafts are custom designed with three 

fenestrations at various clock positions (e.g. angulations) for the visceral arteries: superior mesenteric, 

left renal, and right renal arteries. These fenestrations can be located at various distances from the graft 

top-most edge and the graft can be a variety of diameters to fit the patient aortic diameter as depicted in 

Figure 29. With these options, hundreds of different stent graft configurations are possible. 

Figure 29. FEVAR Graft Specifications: Clock Position and Distance from Edge. The patient-specific FEVAR grafts are manufactured with 

three fenestrations at positions specified by measurements from patient diagnostic CTA imaging [44]. 
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As patient specific devices are inaccessible for training purposes due to their cost and fabrication lead 

time, we slightly modified the patient anatomy with Meshmixer to ensure that a demonstration FEVAR 

graft, where the fenestrations are located at 12:00, 3:00, and 9:00 positions; would position and deploy 

with proper behavior. By maintaining patient specific geometry with minimal modifications, we aimed 

to provide the clinical intervention team with an in-vitro model to train on the new procedure while also 

providing insight to possible patient specific challenges that may complicate the procedure. 

The fenestrations are dimensioned based on angle of artery takeoff, a clock position, and distance from 

the top edge of the endograft, in millimeters. To ensure simulation of the stent graft orientation and 

deployment in the designed phantoms, each arterial lumen was altered in Meshmixer to fit the 

demonstration proximal stent graft via lumen diameter inflation/ deflation, visceral artery rotation 

(technically a translation lateral/ medial to maintain the takeoff angles) , and / or visceral artery 

translation (superior or inferior) to fit the demonstration graft diameter, fenestration clock positions, and 

fenestration distances from the graft top-edge, respectively. 

A visual depiction of the original patient anatomy and the modified anatomy to adapt to the demo graft 

is shown in Figure 31. Before design changes to the aorta were performed, the visceral arteries were 

isolated and separated to their own STL file from the aorta, using the “Separate” function on the selected 

visceral artery surfaces. If the graft diameter was different, then the aortic lumen around the proximal 

graft landing zone was inflated or deflated via the “Transform” function, which scales the STL in x,y, 

and z coordinates per an assigned ratio and direction – in this case an equal x,y,z ratio. The visceral 

arteries, separated into their own STLs in prior step, were then translated via the “Transform” function 

to the aorta surface to maintain clock position and sizing, Figure 30. Next, the visceral arteries were 

translated superior/inferior via the “Transform” function per the millimeter difference in graft sizes. 

Finally, the visceral arteries were “rotated” to match the graft clock position by the “Transform” 
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function per a calculated arc length distance per patient.  The arc length corresponding to 0:15 was 

calculated per 7.5 degrees of the circumference of the patient assigned graft diameter.  For a 24 mm 

graft size, a 0:15 clock shift would be 1.57 mm (24π/7.5 degrees), approximately 1.5 mm. 

Figure 30. Isolation and Modification of Visceral Arteries During Design. (Left) The visceral arteries are isolated, separated from the 

aorta, prior to translation and rotation (pink – right renal, green – left renal, blue – SMA). (Right) Comparison of the original SMA 

position (dark blue attached to dark grey aorta) versus the translated configuration (light blue). 

Anatomical alterations for one of the phantoms developed as part of this research are described as an 

example. Notable differences between the patient and demonstration graft dimensions included: 1. the 

right renal fenestration angle, 2. the left renal fenestration angle and distance from edge, and 3. the SMA 

fenestration angle. To ensure proper placement and deployment of the demo graft inside the phantom, it 

was necessary to make modifications to the segmented anatomy as depicted in Figure 31. The right 

renal artery was cut from the aorta and translated posterior 6 mm to match the demo graft clock angle 

and merged with the aorta. The left renal artery was cut and translated 1.5 mm posterior and 3 mm 

superior to match the demo graft clock angle and distance from edge. The SMA was cut from the aorta 

and translated 3 mm medial to match the demo graft clock angle and merged with the aorta. The vessels 

were translated instead of rotated to maintain takeoff angulations for improved simulation of the access. 

The calcifications in contact with the inner arterial lumen along the lilac arteries, abdominal arteries, and 
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visceral artery takeoffs were included. The final design and dimensions are identified in Figure 31 and 

Table 1. 

Figure 31. Alterations to the Arterial Lumen Mesh to Match FEVAR Graft. To allow simulation with a demonstration sized graft, rather 

than a patient specific graft, the patient anatomy (left) is modified (right) to match distance from edge and clock position of the 

demonstration graft’s fenestrations. This allows for simulation of access and graft deployment in the patient anatomy. 

Table 1. Alterations to the Arterial Lumen Mesh to Match Demonstration FEVAR Graft. 

Patient 

Graft 

Demo Graft Modifications to Patient 

STL 

Vessel Diameter 24 mm 26 mm N/A, similar 

Graft Diameter 30 mm 32 mm 

Fen #1 (SMA) Large Fen 

10 mm 

Scallop 

10x10 mm 

-

O’ clock 12:30 12:00 Cut and translate SMA 

anterior/ lateral by 3 mm 

Distance from Edge H -10 mm 

W -10 mm 

H -10 mm 

W -10 mm 

N/A 

Fen #2 (R Renal) Small Fen 

6x8 mm 

Small Fen 6x8 

mm 

-

O’ clock 10:00 9:00 Cut and translate R renal 

posterior/ lateral by 6 mm 

Distance from Edge 15 mm 15 mm N/A 

Fen # 3 (L Renal) Small Fen 

6x8 mm 

Small Fen 

6x8 mm 

-

O’ clock 2:45 3:00 Cut and translate the L Renal 

posterior/ lateral 1.5 mm 

Distance from Edge 18 mm 15 mm Cut and translate the L Renal 

superior by 3 mm 
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Construction of Flow Loop Structures 
The arterial lumen mesh surface was extruded 2 to 4 mm in the normal direction to create a new mesh 

which was combined with the original lumen with inverted surface normals to create a single arterial 

mesh with solid walls of a thickness between 2 and 4 mm, see Chapter 3. Arterial openings were created 

by performing Plane Cuts at the desired locations: iliac arteries, femoral arteries, left and right renal 

arteries, SMA, and ascending aorta. 

Connectors were designed at the arterial openings to eliminate the post processing step of gluing 

connectors at these high flow inlets and outlets. Connectors, with friction fit prongs sized to silicone 

flow tubing, were designed in Meshmixer or SolidWorks (Dassault Systems, Vélizy-Villacoublay, 

France) and oriented to cover the arterial openings for attachment into a flow loop system. The 

ascending aorta is the largest arterial opening in this design, ~2.0-3.5 cm.  For this connection, a larger 

attachment cylinder was designed to fit with the vessel walls with the sized prong located in the center 

for inflow tubing connection, Figure 32. In later phantom designs, this connector was successfully 

designed to be removable to increase the entry/exit opening for support material removal from the model 

during post-processing. To prevent splitting at compliant/stiff material boundaries, the connectors were 

designed with an intermediate part to bridge the compliant arterial material and the stiff connector with a 

digital blend of the two materials (depicted as purple in Figure 32). The ascending aorta inlet connector 

was designed with an outer diameter (OD) of 0.5 inches to connect directly to the cardiac pump. 

Connectors at the left and right iliac arteries were designed to fit 8 mm outlet tubing. 

Figure 32. Digital Material Connectors for Flow Loop Connection. Stiff Tubing Connector (grey) connected to the arterial wall (green) via 

a transition piece (translucent purple) manufactured in a blend between the connector and arterial materials for a smooth, water-tight 

transition. 
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The calcifications were designed as a separate mesh into the arterial lumen and/or thrombus as they 

pebble the surface of the thrombus and arterial lumen, typical of AAAs, the pink structures in Figure 33. 

For the models including thrombus, the thrombus outer surface was extruded and made to attach to the 

lumen extrusion as a hollow chamber, as shown in green in Figure 33, which would eventually filled 

with a viscous gel as no photopolymers with the viscous nature of thrombus were available for MJM 3D 

printing. The most compliant material is the best-matched for the blood vessel walls. See Chapter 3 for 

more detailed design considerations of thrombus. 

Figure 33. Construction of Flow Loop Structures. The vessel lumen was extruded to create a wall thickness, leaving the lumen pathway 

hollow (left). Rigid tubing connectors were designed at the openings of the vascular lumens (right - blue) and calcifications were designed 

into the vascular wall (right – pink). 

Construction of Support Structures 
A model base can be designed to support the anatomical structures in their native orientations. The spine 

can be segmented with similar methods and used to orient the model to anatomical superior/ inferior and 

medial/lateral planes. A posterior face with blocks can be designed to overlap with the anatomical 

meshes to support their orientation. A label can also be embedded or overlaid on any mesh of interest for 

identification upon 3D printing, Figure 34. 
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Figure 34. Base Supports and Anatomical Structures. A rigid base with support struts can be designed to support the arteries in anatomical 

orientation. 

Preparing Model for Additive Manufacturing 
A key consideration for additive manufacturing is that every voxel of space should be represented by 

one model mesh (or shell) only with no overlapping assembly parts.  To achieve this, Boolean 

operations and Make Solid functions are performed between all overlapping shells at high resolution. If 

the model is larger than the print tray, the model must be split in half and connection parts designed for 

attachment during post-processing (e.g. female adapter to connect vessel structures with no lumen step). 

The final meshes are exported as individual STL files for 3D printing. 

2.2 Additive Manufacturing 

2.2.1 Fabrication 
Individual STL files are imported into the 3D printer’s Objet Studio software as an assembly, Figure 35. 

Material assignments and finishing parameters are assigned prior to initiating the Additive 

Manufacturing job. During our research, Eden 260V and Obet500 Connex 3 printers (Stratasys, 

Rehovot, Israel) were used, Figure 36 and Table 2. 
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Figure 35. Importing STLs into Additive Manufacturing Software. A part of an AAA phantom STL is depicted in the Objet software prior to 

manufacturing on the Eden 260V. The model orientation and materials selections are assigned. 

Table 2. Additive Manufacturing Printer Specifications. 

Eden 260V Objet500 Connex3 

Model Materials Single Material 
Digital Materials 

(up to 3 materials) 

Support Material SUP705 SUP705 / SUP706 

Maximum Build Size 
255 x 252 x 200 mm 

(10.0 x 9.9 x 7.9 in.) 

490 x 390 x 200 mm 

(19.3 x 15.4 x 7.9 in.) 

Layer Thickness Up to 16 um Up to 16 um 

Figure 36. Additive Manufacturing Printers. The Eden260V (left) and Obet500 Connex3 (right) manufactured the phantoms used as part of 

this research [79]. 
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Support Material was printed in the lumens, openings, and volume supporting the STL parts: SUP705 

and SUP706 respectively for the Eden 260V and the Objet500Connex3. The arterial and/or thrombus 

walls were printed in an elastic photopolymer, FullCure 930 TangoPlus or Agilus30 Clear; the later a 

newer material designed specifically for greater tear resistance which resulted in more watertight 

phantoms. The calcifications were printed in a variety of materials and digital materials across the 

phantom designs for anatomical accuracy, visibility of calcifications, and/or material properties. 

2.2.2 Post Processing 
After 3D printing, support material was manually removed via waterjet and internal lumen flushing with 

catheters in addition to submersion in a chemical bath. After cleaning, separate pieces, lumen and/or 

connectors, (as applicable) were adhered together with liquid superglue and silicone glue to form the 

closed loop flow system. The thrombus chamber was filled with ultrasound gel to mimic the pulsatile 

expansion of thrombus via a manually operated stopcock and syringe assembly, Figure 24 E and F. The 

lumen surfaces were coated with a hydrophilic coating to provide increased lubricity for device tracking. 

2.2.3 Additive Manufacturing Costs 
Costs for manufacturing the arterial phantoms were assessed across the five 3D printed AAA models to 

determine feasibility of performing future cases, Table 3. The biggest drivers of cost based on our results 

include vessel wall thickness, size of model, and size of the base structure. As the photopolymer resin 

material is approximately double the cost of the support material resin, the inclusion of a “hollow” base 

drastically reduced the cost of the base structures, see section 3.5. The vessel wall thickness increase 

from 2 mm to 4 mm increased cost of the phantom. Overall, the cost for an AAA phantom from aortic 

root to the femoral arteries with a base is less than $1,000.00 if the mentioned cost-conscious design 

steps are considered. Considering the stent grafts for these AAA endovascular procedures are 

approximately $30,000, a $1,000 phantom with semi-reusable training devices is enticing. Post 
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processing time was about one half day, 4-6 hours, per phantom over the course of 2-3 days allowing for 

complete vessel lumen drying between steps. 

Table 3. Additive Manufacturing Costs per Phantom. Material costs, print time, and processing time are reported per phantom 

manufactured as part of this research. 

Case 1 Case 2 

Case 3 

Lattice 

Test 

Case 3 
Case 4 

Arteries 

Case 4 

Base 

Case 5 

Arteries 

Case 5 

Base 

Printer 
Eden 

260V 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Objet500 

Connex3 

Print Date 
3/24/2016 

3/26/2016 
6/10/2016 8/2/2016 

8/4/2016 

8/6/2016 
7/16/2017 6/22/2017 9/29/2017 10/6/2017 

# Trays 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 

TangoPlus [g] 465 155 1132 1810 N/A 0 N/A N/A 

Agilus30Clear [g] N/A N/A N/A N/A 333 0 504 0 

Vero [g] N/A 127 323 382 515 3237 79 35 

FullCure720 [g] N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 326 621 

Support 705 [g] 762 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Support 706 [g] N/A 429 2391 2574 1711 917 2145 329 

Print Time 

[hr:min] 
12:57 10:31 28:24 45:07 41:51 30:19 39:53 18:29 

Post-Process 

Time [hr:min] 
5:00 4:00 2:00 6:00 4:00 1:00 4:00 :20 

Material Cost $254.40 $146.38 $810.79 $716.89 $483.61 $1,028.27 $553.68 $197.84 

2.3 Image Guided Simulation Experimental Setup 
Physicians were trained using standard processes including didactic lectures and hands-on graft 

deployment using a glass AAA in-vitro models per standard medical device manufacturer training. The 

simulation procedures were performed under fluoroscopic guidance in a simulated catheterization 

laboratory with either a C-arm fluoroscopy system (GE Healthcare OEC 9900 Elite Mobile C-arm, 

Chicago, IL) or a biplane system (Infinix Bi-Plane, Canon Medical Systems, Tustin, CA). To simulate 

blood flow, the phantom was connected to a pulsatile blood pump (55-3305, Harvard Apparatus; 

Holliston, MA) with settings of Beats per Minute (BPM), stroke volume (cc/stroke), and systolic/ 

diastolic ratio. Tubing was connected to the model and a water reservoir was maintained at 37 °C. The 

introducer sheaths, 6F-24 F, were secured in the femoral arteries with parafilm and elastic tape in an 

effort to prevent leaking at the insertion site. Per section 3.4, direct puncture of the 3D printed vessels is 
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possible as well. Figure 37 depicts a phantom connected within the flow loop system during the clinical 

simulation. 

Figure 37. Image Guided FEVAR Simulation Setup. The phantom was placed in an anatomically relevant position on the fluoroscopic table 

under a C-arm imaging system (A and B). Introducer sheaths were placed in the femoral arteries prior to connecting the model inflow 

(ascending aorta) to the cardiac peristaltic pump and the outflows to the water reservoir, completing a closed loop flow system (right). 

Medical devices were provided for the physician to simulate the EVAR procedure from sheath 

introduction, product maneuvering, stent graft deployment, etc. Clinical staff such as radiation 

technicians, scrub nurses, industry representatives, physician fellows, and medical students were 

included in the treatment simulation for training and assistance to the physician as would be available in 

the clinical procedure. 

2.4 Discussion 
Reported methods to design and manufacture patient specific vascular models were applied and 

modified as applicable to successfully design and manufacture five compliant, patient specific 

abdominal aortic phantoms for use in treatment simulation with a flow loop system under x-ray image 

guidance. Patient specific phantom design from CTA imaging was successful; however, the 
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segmentation accuracy is limited by the resolution of the CTA imaging, in our case 3.0 mm thick slices 

which had to be smoothed in mesh cleanup. Phantoms were 3D printed using Stratasys Multi Jet 

Printing (MJP) technology for under $1,000.00 each including the anatomical structures of arterial wall, 

calcifications, and/or thrombus. 

Applying these methods to the EVAR cases resulted in many engineering challenges that required 

modifications to the historical vascular model manufacturing methodology to address specific disease 

conditions, procedural relevancy, and material considerations. Every AAA phantom designed under this 

research had unique use needs which required custom design considerations, as described in Chapter 3. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGIES TO ADDRESS 

ENGINEERING CHALLENGES 
During this research, five AAA phantoms were developed and used in image guided simulation for 

device training and procedural simulation. Each case had unique challenges which required development 

of optimized methods for design and manufacturing with available materials. The clinical staff identified 

patient-specific features that would be critical to the clinical case in terms of device interaction with the 

anatomical features and/or with other devices critical to the procedural success that must be included in 

the phantom design for proper simulation. The anatomical features of thrombus, calcifications, and 

fixated native bends were identified as critical to understand the stent-graft track and deployment 

behavior within the abdominal aortic lumen. The geometrical accuracy and fixation of visceral arterials 

were identified as vital to assess feasibility of catheter access, tracking, and support which would 

determine feasibility of visceral artery stent-graft deployment success. In another case, additional sheath 

access was required from the subclavian artery to track devices antegrade to the abdominal aorta for 

stent graft deployment requiring design and manufacture of peripheral vasculature with appropriate 

material strength to avoid tearing during direct puncture. Each of these challenges and their associated 

design and manufacture methodologies are described. 

3.1 Simulation of Thrombus (Case 1: JAAA of a 65-Year-Old Male) 
The physician identified three anatomical structures of interest for the simulated procedure: arterial 

lumen, thrombus, and calcifications; as all were close in proximity to the endograft landing zone which 

could affect graft deployment behavior. Per our lab’s previous work, only the vascular structures had 

been manufactured in a compliant material on the single material printer. A method to simulate 

thrombus was explored. 
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Methods to Address Challenges – Case 1 
The model was to be manufactured using the single-material printer, thus the model design was limited 

to a single STL/shell. With this constraint, the calcifications (depicted as dark grey in Figure 38C) were 

not included in the design. Thrombus has been described by physicians to be “similar in consistency to 

wet coffee grounds or peanut butter”.  The consistency is not known from diagnostic imaging, only upon 

physician manipulation during surgery. The vascular structure was planned to be additive manufactured 

in the most compliant material available. If the thrombus geometry was also printed in this compliant 

material, the thickness would be increased, which would affect the compliant behavior of the arterial 

lumen under the flow conditions. To include the geometry and mimic the viscous nature of the 

thrombus, the thrombus outer surface was extruded 2 mm and made to attach to the arterial lumen as a 

hollow chamber, which would eventually be filled with a viscous gel to mimic the pulsatile expansion of 

thrombus (Figure 38F). The thrombus chamber was glued closed with a tubing/stopcock assembly for 

removal of air and introduction of gel. This would allow vessel wall compliance at a thickness of 2 mm, 

include the geometry of the thrombus, and allow experimentation with a novel thrombus design. Due to 

the print tray size constraints of the Eden 260 printer, the phantom was printed in three segments with 

designed male-female connections for assembly: AAA lumen and thrombus chamber, iliac arteries, and 

descending aorta. Figure 38 depicts the AAA phantom throughout the design and manufacturing 

process. 
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Figure 38. Design Process of AAA Model with Thrombus. This includes patient CTA imaging (A), 3D reconstruction (B), segmented STLs 

(C), modified mesh files (D), final designed model with flow structures (E and F), and the final manufactured model (G). 

Performance Assessment of the AAA Model – Case 1 
During simulation, the AAA phantom was setup as depicted in Figure 39. The physician confirmed that 

the thrombus sac was more flexible than the 3D printed material alone. The thrombus region was more 

radiopaque than the other vascular structures, due to the increased material volume resulting in more x-

ray attenuation. Product visibility was acceptable for the simulation procedure under fluoroscopy, Figure 

40, as the stent graft markers were visible for orientation. The 3D printed material is slightly radiopaque 

which allowed physicians to better visualize the patient anatomy, specifically visceral artery takeoff 

angles, as not typically seen in the patient case due to surrounding tissue attenuating the x-ray beam. As 

the vascular lumen opening did not come in direct contact with the thrombus material, the stent grafts 

could not be assessed for their interaction with the thrombus. The iliac arteries tore during the simulation 

at the tortuous bends and the glued boundaries of the assembly during tracking of the introducer sheaths, 

see Section 0 for detailed procedural description, which straightened the vessel tortuosity. This was not 

observed during the initial tracking of the sheaths, but rather after approximately 30 minutes.  This 
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tearing also occurred at the renal arteries, hypothesized to be because of strain from designed orientation 

when propped on the table without a supporting base, Figure 39. Additional experimentation confirmed 

that the tearing behavior is more probable at higher temperatures (37 °C) and during periods of 

prolonged strain. 

Figure 39. FEVAR Simulation Setup - Case 1. The phantom, assembled from three separate print trays, was oriented using scrub towels. A 

large-bore introducer sheath has been placed in the left femoral and iliac artery. 

Figure 40. Fluoroscopic Visibility of the AAA Model. The stent grafts are visible via radiopaque “Z” stent tines. The distal stent graft 

(white parenthesis) is partially deployed from its delivery catheter (white arrow), with overlap with the proximal stent graft (blue 

parenthesis). The thrombus sac is more radiopaque as it is filled with a viscous gel with more attenuation than the circulating water in the 

hollow arterial lumen. 
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In summary, the inclusion of the thrombus is possible via non-3D printed materials applied during post-

processing. The thrombus geometry is helpful for simulation, but the interaction of the devices with the 

thrombus will require additional material research during post-processing or possibly direct 3D printing.  

The assembly of 3D printed anatomies was successful and watertight except at areas of vessel 

straightening (iliac arteries). 

3.2 Simulation of Arteriosclerotic Lesions (Case 2: JAAA of a 54-Year-Old Male) 
Cardiovascular disease affects the compliance and thus hemodynamics of the aorta via stiffening of the 

arterial walls (arteriosclerosis) and/or via deposition of plaque to the inner walls (atherosclerosis) [80]. 

The calcifications identified in clinical imaging are the arteriosclerotic lesions.  This model was to be 

manufactured using a multi-material printer with a larger print tray volume than the first model 

manufacturing, the Connex500 depicted in Figure 36. We aimed to provide a simulated procedure with a 

3D printed flexible AAA patient-specific model manufactured in one-piece with the calcified tissue 

printed in a stiffer material, segmented calcifications are depicted in Figure 41. The physician requested 

that the simulation occur a day prior to the case for experiential salience. The segmented patient 

anatomy is depicted in Figure 41 prior to design. 

Figure 41. AAA Anatomy - Case 2. The vessels (light grey) are pocketed with calcification (blue) and disease throughout the thoracic aorta 

and iliac arteries. The thrombus sac (dark grey) is shown on the left. 
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Methods to Address Challenges – Case 2 
The thrombus was excluded from the design to maximize the visual transparency of the graft 

deployment site, based on feedback from the first simulation. The calcifications pebble the surface of the 

arterial lumen, typical of AAAs. They were smoothed with a generic smoothing function to reduce the 

sliced pixilation from imaging and to improve 3D printing. They were designed within the aorta, iliac 

arteries, and femoral arteries as a separate shell. The calcifications in contact with the thrombus only 

were excluded. The final design of the phantom from various perspectives is depicted in Figure 42. 

The modified arterial lumen mesh was used to create a solid wall with a thickness of 3 mm, 1 mm more 

than the first simulation to increase tear resistance. The visceral arteries were designed without 

connectors with the objective of fitting barbed couplings and a tubing set directly to the physical model 

to prevent straining the model from its printed orientation. The femoral arteries were designed without 

connectors to allow sheath passage with the objective of fixating the sheaths after placement by the 

physician with elastic tape. 

Figure 42. AAA Model Design - Case 2. Calcifications (purple) were designed in the arterial lumen and some pebbling the outer surface of 

the arterial wall (pink). Connectors (blue) were designed on the descending aorta inflow and the iliac artery outflows. Views depicted from 

left to right include: anterior, right, posterior, and right. 
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The arterial walls were printed with the same compliant material as the first simulation.  The connectors 

were printed in the stiff, transparent material: VeroClear. The connector transitions were printed in a 

digital blend of the two materials. 

Performance of AAA Model – Case 2 
AAA phantom setup for the simulation is depicted in Figure 43. 

Figure 43. FEVAR Simulation Setup - Case 2. Outflow tubing is connected to the manufactured connectors at the iliac arteries (tubing 

covered by scrub towel) and barbed fittings at the visceral arteries. Not depicted is the inflow tubing to the descending aorta. 

During the 20 F sheath advancement through the femoral and iliac arteries, see Section 0 for detailed 

procedural description, which were pebbled with the stiff calcifications, a large tear initiated at the aortic 

bifurcation.  It was hypothesized that the straightening of these vessels caused strain of the compliant 

material that was in contact with the stiff calcifications which could not flex as much, Figure 44. Due to 

this, the material tore along the transition between the two materials.  To enable simulation, the tear was 

fixed with hot glue and elastic tape to hold the large sheath in position at the aortic bifurcation while 

maintaining a semi-water tight seal. After the left renal stent deployment, a small tear was observed at 
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the renal artery. This was hypothesized to be caused by the strain exerted on the complaint material 

from the stent deployment with a balloon expanding the vessel beyond its native size. 

Figure 44. Tears between Printed Materials. A propagating tear is depicted from the aortic bifurcation down the right iliac artery (white 

bracket). The left iliac artery tore away from the bulk of the AAA phantom at the end of the simulation. These tears are in a region of 

heavy pebbled calcification: a rigid material interfacing directly with the compliant material (vessels). 

The inlet and outlet connectors maintained their integrity, although the external iliac connectors had 

severely reduced outflow once the large sheaths were in place, resulting in outflow only through the 

visceral arteries. The scrub towels that were used for orientation of the thoracic and mid-abdominal aorta 

reduced the visibility of the phantom under fluoroscopy, setup shown in Figure 43. 

In summary, the multi-material model was successfully printed in one print tray, eliminating the need 

for assembly, and the connector design was successfully implemented. The rigid calcifications were 

similar in visibility under fluoroscopy as the vessels. However, the multi-material interfaces tore during 

material tension, due to sheath tracking and renal stent graft-balloon inflation.  It was hypothesized that 

different digital blends of the compliant and rigid materials could improve the performance. 

3.3 Optimization of Tortuosity (Case 3: JAAA of a 79-Year-Old Male) 
In preparation for the physician’s first FEVAR procedure, the lead physician inquired for a 3D printed 

phantom after hearing positive feedback from her colleagues who performed the simulations with our 

research group in the prior months.  The patient case had already been scheduled for 10 days after the 

model request. 
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Upon review of the diagnostic imaging, the iliac artery tortuosity was identified to be more severe than 

the prior cases, Figure 45, which both had resulted in material tearing during the simulation procedure at 

more obtuse bends. 

Figure 45: Severe Iliac Artery Tortuosity and Calcification Anatomy - Case 3. The vessel lumen (tan) is pebbled with calcifications (white) 

and aneurysms at the iliac arteries just distal to the aortic bifurcation. The tortuous bends are depicted by the blue arrows. 

Methods to Address Challenges – Case 3 
The clinical team mentioned that the iliac artery tortuosity would straighten out with sheath introduction 

in the clinical case. Thus, the iliac artery tortuosity was reduced (straightened) in the design, to limit the 

possibility of the complaint material tearing during simulation of sheath insertion, Figure 46. The 

modified arterial lumen mesh was used to create a solid wall with a thickness of 3 mm for the AAA and 

5 mm for the iliac arteries and aortic bifurcation, 2 mm more than the second simulation for the later 

anatomical features to increase tear resistance. Tears in the iliac arteries dramatically affect the ability to 

keep the flow loop active. In addition, a lattice structure, designed to be printed in the same compliant 

material to encase the iliac arteries and aortic bifurcation to prevent straightening of the vessels and thus 

prevent tearing, depicted as grey in Figure 46. The pattern was created from a pyramidal shape, the size 

of the region of interest, which was subjected to a Patterning Voronoi function in Meshmixer. 
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Figure 46. AAA Model Design - Case 3. The vessels (yellow) were reinforced with a lattice (grey)to prevent iliac artery tearing during the 

introduction of stiff introducer sheaths. In addition, the vessel tortuosity in the iliac region were straightened. See Figure 45 for a 

comparison of the patient vessel tortuosity to the designed model as depicted above. 

The pebbled calcifications were smoothed with a generic smoothing function to reduce the sliced 

pixilation from imaging and to improve 3D printing. They were designed into the vessel lumen shell to 

accurately reflect the lumen geometry but to be printed in the complaint material to prevent tearing 

between material transitions. The successful connectors from Case 2 were implemented. To prevent the 

tubing connectors from pulling the arteries out of anatomical orientation, the thickness around the 

visceral artery takeoffs were increased. The femoral arteries were designed without connectors to allow 

sheath passage with the objective of fixating the sheaths after placement by the physician with elastic 

tape. The thrombus was excluded from the design to maximize the visual transparency of the graft 

deployment site, based on feedback from the first simulation. 

As the iliac tortuosity would not be assessed by the physician in the reduced tortuosity model for the 

simulation procedure, a model of the native iliac tortuosity with the Voronoi lattice pattern was 

manufactured for the physician to assess the ability of the sheaths to pass the tortuous vessels and also 

assess the lattice design’s ability to prevent tearing during sheath introduction. 
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Performance of Model – Case 3 
Both models were successfully printed on the Objet500 Connex 3, depicted in Figure 36. The large, 

lobular aneurysm tore during post processing via manual manipulation. A reinforcement sleeve to the 

AAA was printed subsequently during the post-processing phase which was secured to the ruptured 

aneurysm sac via silicone glue after the rupture was sealed with an epoxy resin and a tear-aid patch, 

meant for sealing pressurized water crafts, Figure 47. The aneurysm rupture during post processing was 

hypothesized to occur due to the large diameter and lobular form being compressed and inverted. 

Although the phantom was fixed with patching and an additional 3D printed aneurysm sleeve, a stiff 

ridge remained on the inner lumen of the model which is not ideal for deployment of stents 

Figure 47. Repair of Aneurysm. The AAA phantom tore along a ridge of the lobular aneurysm sac. An anatomically-shaped sleeve (right) 

was manufactured separately and secured to the damaged structure (left) to maintain a watertight flow loop system. 

The changes designed at the iliac arteries: decreased tortuosity, increased wall thickness, calcifications 

included as a compliant material rather than stiff material, and lattice support prolonged the watertight 

lifetime of the model during physician use, Figure 48. One tear initiated during sheath advancement at 

the distal right iliac where the lattice reinforcement ended with sheath advancement. The severe tears 

that presented in the prior simulations did not occur. 

After the renal arteries were stented, the right renal artery tore at the distal edge of the stent and at the 

ostium to the aorta. This was hypothesized to occur due to the strain of the expanded inner diameter of 
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the vessel lumen, as the material is known to tear with prolonged strain, exaggerated at higher 

temperatures. The left renal artery remained intact at the stenting site, however the distal left renal tore a 

few millimeters proximal to the stiff connector. This most likely occurred as this vessel connector was 

supporting weight of the phantom as a posterior anatomical fixation point, thus being strained from the 

manufactured orientation. 

Figure 48. FEVAR Simulation Setup - Case 3.The AAA phantom is connected to the cardiac pump and water reservoir. Here, the physician 

is orienting the proximal graft under fluoroscopic guidance with the instruction of a clinical representative. 

The native tortuosity model with complete lattice structure was difficult for the physician the access 

with the large-bore introducer sheaths as the vessels would not straighten resulting in puncturing through 

the vessel before successful passage of the sheaths.  The vascular structures were isloated after the 

testing and observed to be torn at the tight tortuous bends, Figure 49. 

Figure 49. Tortuous Arterial Lumens Supported by Lattice Reinforcement. The lattice reinforcement was designed to be superimposed on 

the outside of the native patient iliac artery anatomy. Sheaths were tracked in the arterial paths to assess difficulty of access, a potential 

procedural challenge. The sheaths tore through the tortuous bends (right). 
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In summary, the reduced tortuosity of the iliac arteries and the increased wall thickness resulted in a 

more robust model that maintained a flow loop system for the majority of the simulation, with 

challenges occurring at the visceral arteries only. 

3.4 Simulation of Subclavian Access, Direct Arterial Puncture, and Base (Case 4: JAAA of 

a 73-Year-Old Female) 
The physician inquired about a 3D printed phantom to determine the feasibility of an endovascular 

treatment technique versus an open repair approach for a challenging EVAR procedure, “snorkeling”, in 

which stents are placed within the SMA, celiac and/or renal arteries and extend into the aorta parallel 

with the aortic graft [81-83]. The patient was not a candidate for the traditional FEVAR endovascular 

repair as the patient had severe stenosis of the visceral arteries, and retrograde flow, which would make 

cannulation of the vessels nearly impossible through a fenestrated graft. Assessing endoleak via contrast 

injection was identified as vital to assess the success of the procedural plan, thus flow conditions were 

required for the final procedural step and thus a watertight model. In addition, grafts would need to be 

deployed via a subclavian access point via direct puncture, contrary to historical models. 

Methods to Address Challenges – Case 4 
The three key considerations we aimed to address include: maintenance of a flow loop until the end of 

the procedure, the inclusion of additional visceral arteries close in proximity to the renal arteries and 

SMA, and inclusion of a subclavian artery access point for direct puncture. 

To segment the severely stenosed visceral arteries, which only comprised a few pixels of the CTA, a 

manual segmentation via Vitrea was necessary. A validation of the anatomy was performed by a 

radiologist as the flow patterns were irregular in addition to the poor visualization of the stenosed 

arteries via CTA. The radiologist selected the most important visceral arteries to reduce the vascular 

structures for manufacturing. A second patient’s aortic arch and right subclavian were segmented and 
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designed onto the patient’s segmented thoracic aorta to complete the entire arterial pathway necessary 

for device navigation, Figure 50. 

Figure 50. EVAR Anatomy - Case 4. The segmented vessels (left - light grey) were exported as an STL file (blue - middle) and subsequently 

combined with another patient aortic arch (grey - middle) to complete the necessary device pathway with the complete aorta and axillary 

artery (left - blue) as not available in the patient CTA imaging. 

To maintain the flow loop throughout the procedure, a stiff base was designed to maintain vessel 

orientation (visceral arteries) and collect and re-circulate any fluid from possible vessel tears. The 

vessels were to be printed as a separate model and laid on-top of the base with limited fixation. An inlet 

connector was designed on the ascending aorta using methods used in the prior simulations, Figure 51. 

No connectors were created for the iliac arteries as the base return reservoir would collect the fluid, 

Figure 52. 

An initial study of four 3D printed compliant iliac arteries with stiff digital blend calcifications 

embedded completely in the vessel wall versus those on the vessel lumen in various digital blends was 

conducted.  The results concluded that the digital blend material (FLX9770) calcifications results in 

fewer tears while still maintaining the anatomical geometry; hence this design was applied to the entire 

model. A new material marketed to have “improved tear resistant” was used in place of the historically 
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used compliant material with the hopes of reduced vessel tears. The final model design is depicted in 

Figure 51. 

Figure 51. AAA Model Design - Case 4. Calcifications (pink) were encased in the arterial wall (blue). A standard connector (grey) was 

used for the ascending aorta inlet. 

Performance of AAA Model – Case 4 
The phantom setup is depicted in Figure 52. The physician successfully accessed the subclavian via 

direct puncture and was able to translate the sheaths in the subclavian for the duration of the procedure 

with no tearing. The stenosis of the visceral arteries was a challenge, as expected. During stent 

expansion in the visceral arteries, the renal arteries tore, similar to past experience however these vessels 

had very tight stenoses compared to the size of the stent/balloon deployed inside. 

Figure 52. EVAR Simulation Setup - Case 4. 
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The model base was radiopaque, limiting the ability of the clinical team to visualize the catheters and 

stents in the arteries overtop of the base, Figure 53. The arteries were re-positioned over the collection 

basin to enable better visualization; Thus, the anatomical orientation was not maintained. The collection 

basin prevented fluid leakage on the table which enabled final DSA imaging of the model, which 

confirmed no endoleak. However, due to the open nature of this flow loop (vessels were exposed to air), 

the pulsatile flow resulted in the inflow of air at the visceral artery openings. 

Figure 53. Reduced Visibility Under Fluoroscopy with the 3D Printed Base Structure. The 3D printed model is depicted (left) and the 

fluoroscopic view (right). The base support strut (white brackets) reduced visibility of the vascular lumen (pathway - blue arrow). 

In summary, the new compliant material, Agilus30Clear, was more watertight than TangoPlus and was 

able to be directly punctured, although similar renal artery tearing occurred during balloon expansion. 

Although the base held the model in anatomical orientation, it was too radiopaque to be used during 

simulation.  A closed loop system is preferred for future phantoms for flow considerations. The 

inclusion of the subclavian artery was successful. Final DSA imaging, to check for endoleak, was made 

possible by the more watertight flow loop system. 
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3.5 Optimization of Anatomical Orientation Fixation (Case 5: JAAA of a 79-Year-Old 

Female) 
A physician requested a model of a complex patient anatomy to determine if an AAA could be treated 

with a FEVAR graft or if an open repair would be necessary.  The anatomy had 1. two severe 

angulations leading to the proximal graft landing site which could lead to navigation challenges of the 

fenestrated graft, 2. stenosis of the visceral arteries which could lead to challenging renal artery and/ or 

SMA access through the graft, and 3. stenosis of the aortic bifurcation with severe calcifications 

(depicted as white in Figure 54) which could lead to navigation challenges of the large-bore sheaths. 

As the tight angulations of the aorta were the most important anatomical features, Figure 54, we aimed 

to design a model that could maintain the anatomical orientation for the simulated procedure. 

Figure 54. Severe Aortic Aneurysm Angulations Anatomy - Case 5. The aortic lumen pathway traverses two ~150 degree bends at the level 

of the aneurysm and at the level of the visceral arteries. These angulations are at the level of the target fenestrated graft deployment site 

and require the graft to traverse both angulations to deliver the graft, a potential procedural complication for the stiff delivery system. The 

calcifications (white in both images) encapsulate the iliac arteries. A Maximum Intensity Projection from an oblique angle (left) and a 3D 

Reconstruction from an anterior view (right) are depicted. 

Methods to Address Challenges – Case 5 
To maintain anatomical orientation and a closed flow loop system, a base was designed in SolidWorks, 

Figure 55, to support the model in anatomical position to remove the strain from the vessels, as seen in 

past simulations due to mis-orientation. It was designed with six snap fit supports for the model 
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connectors to fit into in addition to four struts to hold the anatomy in place. The base, supports, and label 

(white arrow in Figure 55) were designed in SolidWorks. Autodesk Meshmixer was used to perform a 

Boolean difference between the base 3D structure and the vessels, to ensure a snug fit, and to attach the 

label to the base. These functions are challenging in SolidWorks as organic parts, undefined-shapes with 

thousands of mesh triangles, are difficult for the program to compute. The support structures were made 

hollow with an external thickness of 4 mm. The hollow portion would be printed in support material 

which is less expensive and less radiopaque to address the fluoroscopic visibility challenges identified in 

the fourth simulation with the VeroWhite base. 

Per previous successful designs, the arterial lumen mesh was used to create a solid wall with a thickness 

of 4 mm, connectors were designed at six arterial openings, and the thrombus was excluded from the 

design to maximize the visual transparency of the graft deployment site. The ascending aorta connector 

was designed with a removable insert to assist in post-processing (blue arrow in Figure 55). The 

calcifications pebble the surface of the arterial lumen, typical of AAAs. They were smoothed with a 

generic smoothing function to reduce the sliced pixilation from imaging and to improve 3D printing. 

They were designed within the aorta, iliac arteries, and femoral arteries as a separate shell. The 

calcifications in contact with the thrombus only were excluded. The arterial walls were printed with the 

same compliant material as the fourth simulation, the more tear-resistant Agilus30Clear.  
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Figure 55. AAA Model Design - Case 5. The base (left) was printed separate from the AAA phantom (added to the image on right). 

Calcifications (pink) were encapsulated in the vessels (grey) to avoid material transitions on the surface of the model to prevent tearing. 

Connectors (blue) were printed at all arterial openings except for the femoral arteries where sheaths would be placed. The ascending aorta 

connector (blue arrow) is detachable to aid in the post processing stage. A label (white arrow) was embedded on the base. 

Performance of AAA Model – Case 5 
The model simulation setup is depicted in Figure 57. During the simulation, the phantom expanded and 

contracted under fluoroscopy much more realistically than the previous phantom simulations, per the 

higher flow settings, described in section 4.2.1. This pulsation transferred to the grafts and catheters 

navigating within the phantom as well, which the physician confirmed was more clinically relevant. 

The base required superglue to ensure the “snap-fit” connectors stayed in place, however the anatomy 

stayed in the proper orientation.  The snap-fit worked for some of the connectors, the lack of a tight 

fitting hypothesized to be caused by an inconsistent height and some vessels moving more than others 

with device tracking. The radiopacity of the base was less than case 4, and less distracting, with the 

hollowed support struts, Figure 56. The supports meant to keep the vessels in orientation worked well at 

the aortic arch, but the two tight angulations of the abdominal aorta did not lie exactly in place, most 

likely because the support struts were only secured to the bottom portion of the vessel rather than around 

the top most surface, Figure 57. 
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Figure 56. Improved Base Support Structure Fluoroscopic Visibility. The white arrow indicates a support structure that has been hollowed 

in the design phase. The devices in in same plane as the support strut have slightly reduced visibility, but much improved in comparison to 

Figure 53. 

The model tore at the internal/external iliac region during forceful advancement of the large bore 

sheaths, hypothesized to occur due to the smaller diameter of the vessel compared to the sheath. This 

was resolved with elastic tape to maintain the flow system for the simulation. This tear propagated at 

later simulation steps when multiple large-bore sheaths were being tested in the stenosed aortic 

bifurcation. The iliac artery tore in two during sheath removal. 

Figure 57. FEVAR Simulation Setup - Case 5. The AAA phantom was connected to tubing inflow and outflows (left). The clinical staff is 

depicted advancing sheaths in the right femoral artery (right). 
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In summary, the base structure maintained much of the anatomical orientation, vital for the stent 

delivery and unsheathing procedure highlighted during the simulation procedure. There is opportunity to 

fixate the aorta from the anterior direction in addition to the posterior. The Agilus30Clear material 

proved again to be more tear resistant than the TangoPlus material during product interactions. Future 

models should inflate the diameter of the iliac and femoral arteries to the diameter of the proposed 

sheaths to prevent tearing. 

3.6 Discussion 
Each patient-specific phantom was successfully designed, manufactured, and used for simulation. 

Overall, each patient AAA case is unique due to unique patient-specific anatomical features which 

challenge device performance differently.  Thus, each designed AAA phantom should be designed in 

close collaboration with the clinical staff to ensure inclusion of appropriate challenges. Thrombus 

challenges the fixation of stent-graft systems due to the viscous material’s ability to move. The pebble 

calcifications in various locations challenge the ability of stiff devices (e.g. stent grafts or large sheaths) 

to track past tight, immobile bends. Calcifications that ring around the arterial lumen challenge large 

outer diameter devices’ passage such as introducer sheaths in the iliac arteries. Visceral artery takeoff 

angles, path lengths, and stenosis challenge the ability of catheters to access the arterial ostiums 

(openings) and track within the vessels to gain enough support for stiff stent graft deployment. The 

inclusion of a base with structural support struts limits the ability of the compliant material to straighten, 

similar to arteriosclerotic-diseased arteries, which challenges the mechanics of stent-graft tracking, 

deployment, and fixation. 

The 3D printed materials successfully mimicked the geometry of the anatomy and the compliant 

materials pulsed under the pressure differential of the cardiac pump. However, the TangoPlus and 

Agilus30 materials assigned to the arterial lumens were prone to tearing at tortuous regions that were 
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straightened for extended periods during the simulation or at boundaries between rigid and compliant 

materials: calcifications and vessels.  Agilus30 was a dramatic improvement over TangoPlus. Successful 

design methodologies to maintain the watertight flow loop included the encasement of the rigid 

calcifications within the compliant arterial wall to prevent material boundaries at the inner or outer 

arterial wall. Also, the calcifications printed in a digital blend of a stiff and compliant material with a 

shore value of 75 or 85 were sufficient in providing fixation behavior, a distinct color for visual 

representation, and best for maintaining watertight boundaries with the compliant material. In addition, 

reducing tortuosity of non-critical arteries where the majority of vessel straightening, and manipulation 

occurs, iliac and femoral arteries, was successful. Physicians commented that these vessels typically 

straighten out more than the manufactured arterial phantom as dilator devices are used to expand the 

vessels in instances with non-severe calcifications. 

In summary, each patient EVAR case has unique challenges inherent to the patient anatomy and disease. 

As such, any patient-specific phantom should be designed in close collaboration with the clinical staff to 

ensure the phantom includes the most important challenging disease features. In this research, we 

highlighted a few key methods to include thrombus, calcifications, subclavian access via direct 

punctures, the use of a base for arterial fixation, and discussed 3D printed material capabilities. 
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PHANTOM ENGINEERING PROPERTIES AND METRICS 
Many engineering specifications must be considered during design. Additive Manufacturing with 

digital materials has provided a variety of material selections, of which the ones best suited for 

anatomical features is unknown.  Considerations of sub-assembly function, mechanical properties, 

hemodynamic behavior, and geometric accuracy are identified and described. 

4.1 Additive Manufacturing Materials 
Across the five AAA phantoms manufactured and utilized for procedural simulation, a variety of 

Stratasys materials and digital materials were evaluated as expertise and material options evolved. The 

material assignments per phantom structure (individual .STL files) are summarized and described in 

Table 4. 

Table 4. Additive Manufacturing Material Assignments per AAA Phantom Component. 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Arteries TangoPlus 

(2 mm) 

TangoPlus 

(3 mm) 

TangoPlus 

(3 mm Aorta) 

(5 mm Iliac) 

Agilus30Clear 

(2-4 mm) 

Agilus30Clear 

(4 mm) 

Calcifications TangoPlus DM85 TangoPlus FLX9770 FLX70 

Thrombus TangoPlus 

(2 mm wall 

with Jelly) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Connectors N/A VeroClear VeroWhite VeroWhite FullCure720 

Connector 

Transitions 

N/A FLX85 FLX 85 FLX 95 FLX95 

Lattice 

Reinforcement 

N/A N/A TangoPlus N/A N/A 

Base N/A N/A N/A VeroWhite FullCure720 

Label N/A N/A N/A N/A VeroWhite 

4.1.1 Vascular Structures: Arteries 
As blood vessels are compliant, they expand and contract with changes in internal pressure, a flexible 

material is necessary for clinical simulation of pulsating arteries which can be a challenge to deploy 

devices in. The most flexible Stratasys photopolymer available at the time of printing, TangoPlus, was 
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used for the first three cases.  A new, more tear resistance photopolymer, Agilus30Clear, was used upon 

its release for subsequent cases. Although these materials are compliant, we observed that they are prone 

to tearing when strained (e.g. during device manipulations around vessel tortuosity) and especially at 

elevated temperature (e.g. 37 °C – Human body temperature). 

To optimize the compliant material properties of the 3D printed vessels while maintaining a watertight 

flow loop system (AKA reduce tearing), a variety of methods were utilized including; varying material 

selection, varying the thickness of the arterial wall, including vascular support structures via a lattice 

grid, and reducing tortuosity in vascular regions in non-critical areas as described previously.  Reducing 

vascular tortuosity in the femoral and iliac regions had the greatest impact on maintaining a watertight 

model by reducing tears. The material, Agilus30Clear, did improve tear resistance although failures 

were still observed at tortuous arterial transitions and during prolonged strain inflicted from devices 

intra-procedure such as renal stent inflation balloons.  Increased vessel thickness improved tear 

resistance during the post-processing step of manual support removal but improvements in the clinical 

procedure were nominal compared to the other methods attempted.  

Table 5 identifies reported values of the longitudinal tensile strengths of excised aortic tissue of the 

abdominal aorta and an aneurysmal abdominal aorta; the ultimate tensile strengths and tear resistances 

of healthy and calcified porcine aortic tissue; and the tensile strengths and tensile tear resistances of 

Stratasys flexible photopolymers. Mechanically, the longitudinal tensile strength of TangoPlus is within 

range of the aneurysmal abdominal aorta and Agilus30Clear is within the lower range of the abdominal 

aorta [84-86]. The tensile tear resistance of TangoPlus is within range of the healthy porcine aorta [84-

86]. The flexible photopolymers used for the arterial structures are within range of the reported tissue 

values of mechanical tensile strength, however multiple print parameters such as print direction and 

material thickness could affect this in a printed vascular structure compared to a test coupon. 
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Table 5. (Aneurysmal) Aortic Wall Mechanical Properties vs. 3D Printed Compliant Materials. 

Material Tensile Strength Tensile Tear Resistance 

Stratasys TangoPlus 

(FullCure930) [84] 

80 to 150 N/cm2 

(0.8 to 1.5 MPa) 

1.96 to 3.92 N/mm (2-4 

kg/cm) 

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm 

Wall [85] 

86.4 ±10.2 N/cm2 

(0.86 ±0.10 MPa) 
N/A 

Calcified Porcine Aorta [86] 
Ultimate Tensile Strength: 

1.34±0.31 MPa 
1.74±0.3 N/mm 

Healthy Porcine Aorta [86] 
Ultimate Tensile Strength: 

1.55±0.31 MPa 
2.16±0.64 N/mm 

Abdominal Aortic Wall [85] 
202.4 ±39.4 N/cm2 

(2.02 ±0.39 MPa) 
N/A 

Stratasys Agilus30Clear [84] 
240 to 310 N/cm2 

(2.4 to 3.1 MPa) 

4.90 to 6.89 N/mm (5-7 

kg/cm) 

The TangoPlus and Agilus material families appear minimally radiopaque under fluoroscopy imaging, 

their contours are clearly defined, and the medical devices can be clearly visualized within the 

structures.  Clinically, healthy arteries are not visible as the surrounding structures attenuate more x-ray, 

such as bone. However, in the simulation, the physicians commented that the visualization of the arterial 

inner lumen enabled helpful visualization for training of device navigation and validation of graft 

deployment along the inner vascular walls. 

4.1.2 Thrombus 
Clinicians have described aortic thrombus consistency to be that of “wet coffee grounds” or “peanut 

butter”.  No photopolymers are available that match this description, the most flexible TangoPlus and 

Agilus30Clear varieties are similarly matched to blood vessels but are too stiff and solid to be 

considered a semi-viscous solid. As such, the use of ultrasound gel encased in a 2 mm thick TangoPlus 

shell was experimented with in the Case 1 phantom, Figure 58. There is a need for a printed material 

with material properties of a thrombus [87], Table 6. 

Table 6. Thrombus Mechanical Properties. 

Material Longitudinal Tensile Strength 

Thrombus[87] 52 ± 7 N/cm2 
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Figure 58. Fluoroscopic Imaging Depiction of the Thrombus Sac. White arrows indicate the thrombus sac and the blue brackets indicate 

the aortic lumen during FEVAR simulation. 

4.1.3 Calcifications 
Calcifications, typical of arteriosclerotic disease, usually pebble the aortic wall and aortic aneurysmal 

wall of patients with AAAs. These calcifications are radiopaque, lending physicians to infer the contours 

of the aortic lumen, if thrombus is not involved, under direct fluoroscopy.  This is helpful for physicians 

as roadmap (mask) imaging is not as applicable with the movement of the arterial structures, similar to 

endovascular coronary procedures. Calcifications are rigid structures that can pebble the inner surface of 

the aortic artery in varying thickness or entirely ring the artery depending on the morphology. This 

rigidity can affect the movement of the aorta and its interaction with endovascular devices. The 

mechanical properties of an aorta with arteriosclerotic disease is reported, Table 5. In minimally 

calcified arteries, arterial tortuosity can be straightened and dilated with sheaths and dilators to allow 

passage of endovascular devices. Anatomies with calcifications can limit the translation and rotation of 

these endovascular devices – specifically in traversing the iliac arteries and gaining access to stenosed 

visceral arteries. 

As calcifications result in challenging clinical conditions, we aimed to include them in the phantoms as 

digital materials became available in the later cases.  When the calcifications were directly interfaced 
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with the compliant vessel material, strain due to product usage or fixation led to tearing of the model at 

these fault lines.  Further development highlighted the need to encase the stiff or digital blended 

compliant/stiff material within the bulk of the compliant material to prevent this fault-line breakage.  

The physicians preferred the calcifications that were a mix of clear compliant and colored rigid materials 

for the visualization of the anatomy in 3D. 

The digital blend of stiff and compliant materials of the manufactured calcifications appeared similar in 

fluoroscopic visibility to that of the compliant materials. It did not negatively interfere with the 

visualization of products during the simulation procedures. 

4.1.4 Connectors and Base Fixation Parts 
As multi-material and digital material printing became available, we printed the arterial phantom with a 

variety of additional parts including stiff flow connectors and support structures, Figure 59. 

Figure 59. Base Supports and Anatomical Structures. A rigid base with support struts designed to support the arteries in anatomical 

orientation. Friction fit connectors (blue) are manufactured directly flush with the arterial lumen to hook directly into a flow-loop system 

for simulation. 

The stiff flow connectors were attached to the arteries during the design process and printed attached 

which enables a simple plug in for the flow loop system, depicted as blue in Figure 59. 
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The stiff support structures and base were designed and printed as a separate assembly from the arterial 

phantom, although designed to have flush interaction surfaces, to enable arterial phantom replacement 

for subsequent simulations and/or trainings.  The arterial phantom either lies or snaps into connection 

points to maintain anatomical orientation and a stable connection with the flow loop tubing system. 

Although the Vero and FullCure materials are minimally radiopaque materials when in small 

thicknesses, less than a centimeter, they can be more radiopaque and interfere with medical device 

visualization in a thicker depth, such as a support strut.  We mitigated this challenge during case 5 by 

designing the support struts greater than 4 mm to be “hollow” inside, in which case the 3D printer 

manufactures the “hollow” space with support material, which is less radiopaque and allows 

visualization of the medical devices. 

4.2 Model Performance Metrics 

4.2.1 Pressure and Flow Dynamics 
Arterial blood flow and pressure hemodynamics are important clinical factors that could affect the 

deployment and sealing of the stent grafts typically utilized in AAA treatment. With successful 

manufacture of anatomical arterial structures, we examined the phantoms for their hemodynamic 

properties. A pulsatile blood pump (55-3305, Harvard Apparatus; Holliston, MA) typically used during 

animal in-vivo studies was used for all phantom simulations with its ability to modulate hemodynamic 

waveforms to be similar with the cardiac cycle. Pump settings include stroke volume, heart rate (beats 

per minute), and the systole/diastolic ratio. 

Flow Rate 
Subsequent to the simulation of case 4, an experiment was performed to identify and compare the 

volumetric flow rates of the model pre- and post-simulation to assess the impact of the implanted stents 

on the stenosed visceral arteries’ flow. Post-simulation, the flow rates were measured immediately after 

the simulation with 12 F and 16 F sheaths in the femoral arteries (derived from the external iliac 
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arteries); the axillary artery outflow was occluded with a hemostat prior to flow measurements. During 

the simulation, the following arteries were stented as per the Snorkel technique, all were stenosed per 

pre-procedural CTA imaging: left renal, right renal, and SMA. The pre-simulation flow rates were 

measured using a different instance of the AAA model design where the femoral arteries were occluded 

with a hemostat to mimic the sheath insertions, the axillary artery was occluded with a hemostat, and the 

internal left iliac artery was occluded (contrary to the post-simulation flow measurement setup due to a 

manufacturing defect). 

Total volume exiting each of the following arteries was measured to determine volumetric flow rate in 

the phantom: left renal, right renal, SMA, celiac, left internal iliac, and right internal iliac. 

Physiologically relevant pump settings (40 cc/stroke, 60 BPM, and 37.5/67.5 systolic/ diastolic ratio) 

were used to collect flow rate data pre- and post-simulation. Simulation pump settings (19 cc/stroke, 45 

BPM, and 37.5/67.5 systolic/ diastolic ratio) were selected to maintain a relevant heart rate and limit 

possible model failure due to compliant expansion / contraction as a function of stroke rate. Fluid 

volume was collected for 20 and 60 seconds from each vessel for the physiologic and simulation 

conditions respectively to approximate the volumetric flow rate for each vessel. Simulation 

measurements were repeated three times. To understand the effect of stenting the stenosed vessels (left 

renal, right renal, SMA), the difference in percent total flow was calculated pre-and post-simulation. 

Flow rates [mL/min] and flow fractions for each vessel are reported, Table 7 and Table 8. 
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Table 7. Arterial Flow Rates in AAA Phantom (per Measured Volumes) Measured at the Vessels of Interest Pre- and Post-Simulation at 

Physiologic and Simulation Pump Settings. 

Flow Rates at Physiologic Settings 

[mL/min] 

Flow Rates at Simulation Settings 

[mL/min] 

Pre-Simulation Post-Simulation Pre-Simulation Post-Simulation 

Left Renal 45 174 43 ± 8 42 ± 16 

Right Renal 114 210 40 ± 2 55 ± 10 

SMA 111 420 37 ± 3 0 

Celiac 1500 300 717 ± 34 101 ± 18 

Right 

Internal Iliac 
915 555 368 ± 103 307 ± 3 

Left Internal 

Iliac 
Vessel Occluded Not Recorded Vessel Occluded Not Recorded 

Total Flow 2685 1659 1205 504 

Table 8. Arterial Flow Fractions in AAA Phantom (per Measured Flow Volumes)Measured at the Vessels of Interest Pre- and Post-

Simulation at Physiologic and Simulation Pump Settings. 

Flow Fractions at Physiologic Settings 
Flow Fractions at Simulation Settings 

[mL/min] 

Pre-Simulation Post-Simulation Pre-Simulation Post-Simulation 

Left Renal 2% 10% 4% 8% 

Right Renal 4% 13% 3% 11% 

SMA 4% 25% 3% 0% 

Celiac 56% 18% 59% 20% 

Right 

Internal Iliac 
34% 33% 31% 61% 

Left Internal 

Iliac 
Vessel Occluded Not Recorded Vessel Occluded Not Recorded 

During use of the model, the visceral arteries were observed to pull air into the model with the pulsation 

of the pump. Little fluid exited the SMA (anterior-most vessel) at the simulation pump settings although 

the fluid pulsated in a water column in this artery. At the physiologically relevant pump settings, there 

was flow through the SMA with the pump pulsation, most likely due to the increased stroke volume. 

The stenosed visceral arteries had increased flow rates post-stenting for the left renal, right renal, and 

SMA respectively, Table 7.The percent of the total model flow at the visceral arteries increased from 

2%, 4%, and 4% to 10%, 13%, and 25% for the left renal, right renal, and SMA respectively post-

stenting, indicative of the treatment efficacy, Table 8. The flow to the celiac and right internal iliac 

decreased post-simulation, as the volume was diverted to the stented visceral arteries. 
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Pressure 
Prior to the fifth simulation, a pressure experiment was performed to understand baseline pressure 

conditions in the anatomical model, measurements are identified in Table 9. A variety of pump settings 

were attempted and the systolic (maximum) pressure was measured at eight locations in the AAA 

phantom with a St Jude Pressure Wire to understand the range of values feasible. The pressure wire was 

calibrated to atmospheric air immediately prior to the study. At 70 cc/stroke and 70 BPM, the pressure 

throughout the aortic phantom was 95-102 mmHg which is within the lower physiological range of 

human diastolic blood pressure, typically around 120mmHg for a healthy individual. The complaint 

aorta was observed to expand and contract a few millimeters with every pulse as is observed clinically. 

As the simulation was projected to take a few hours and the AAA phantoms had not yet been operated at 

such high flow and pressure conditions, the team chose to operate at the lower range. The operating 

conditions chosen were 30 cc/stroke and 50 BPM which resulted in systolic pressures of approximately 

35 mmHg as shown in trials 1 and 6, prior to introduction of the femoral/ iliac sheaths, Table 9. 

Table 9. Measured Arterial Pressure in AAA Phantom (Case 5) at Various Pump Settings. 

Trial 1* 2 3 4 5 6* 

Pump 

Settings 

Stroke Volume 

[CC/ Stroke] 
30 50 70 70 50 30 

Beats Per Minute [BPM] 50 50 50 70 70 50 

Output Ratio 

[% systole/ % diastole] 
35/65 

Maximum Pressure (Systolic) 

Pressure 

Measurement 

Location 

Aortic Root (Ascending 

Aorta Inflow) 
31 65 63 95 77 31 

Aortic Arch 33 70 66 100 73 35 

Descending Aorta 36 74 72 102 79 37 

Aorta at Renal Artery 

Takeoff 
35 71 70 101 78 34 

Aneurysm 34 70 69 99 78 32 

Aortic Bifurcation 36 71 68 99 76 40 

Right Iliac 37 72 70 100 76 37 

Right Renal N/A N/A 66 N/A N/A N/A 
*Indicates pressure measurements at simulation settings. 
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4.3 Discussion 
For the five AAA phantoms manufactured as a part of this research, the design and manufacturing 

decisions were based on available materials and post-processing methods per material and support 

options available with the MJM (polyjet) 3D printers available for use: Stratasys Eden 260V and 

Objet500 Connex3.  The tensile strength of the 3D printed materials, FullCure 930 TangoPlus and 

Agilus30Clear, are within the range of arterial tissue as evident in Table 5 allowing for distinct 

properties between healthy arterial wall, aneurysm arterial wall, and the calcifications. Digital materials 

were observed to be vital in material transition points including connector piece transitions and 

calcifications. The compliant material, Agilus30, proved to be sufficiently compliant under appropriate 

pressure conditions, and has mechanical strength and tear resistance within range of reported excised 

aortic tissue. Future work should utilize Agilus30Clear instead of TangoPlus due to its increased tear 

resistance which enabled a watertight flow loop system. A manufactured wall thickness of 4 mm was 

observed to be the most robust for a watertight flow-loop system and enabled the embedding of calcified 

structures inside the lumen. Maintaining a watertight flow loop enables use of devices under pulsatile 

flow conditions, which in turn pulsated devices during their use, and enables the use of DSA imaging to 

evaluate one of the main complications of a FEVAR procedure: endoleak. 

The use of ultrasound gel for thrombus simulation resulted in more flexibility than photopolymers can 

currently provide, however the casing of the chamber did not allow for physiological thrombus 

movement.  Although it was helpful to see the thrombus anatomy via fluoroscopy, the anatomy did not 

impact the graft deployment performance.  Clinicians usually infer the outside of the thrombus 

aneurysm sac by observation of the pebble like calcifications marking the surface. Future work could 

focus on incorporation of a thrombus simulant for training purposes for physicians with more realistic 

material properties. 
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Future work with material assignments, and design, should be performed to evaluate the most tear 

resistance compliant material that allows for relevant complaint behavior with the pulsatile system. 
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3D PRINTED AAA PHANTOM IMPACT EVALUATION 
5.1 SEMI-QUANTITATIVE IMPACT SCORING SYSTEM 

5.1.1 Method to Evaluate Simulation Impact 
Methods to understand impact of treatment simulation on clinical outcomes or the procedure are not 

well explored. For the phantoms developed and used for treatment simulation as part of this research, an 

impact scoring system was developed to compare the procedural plans from diagnostic imaging to the 

simulated procedure to the clinical procedure [88]. 

Image Guided Treatment Planning and Impact Scoring Method 
To determine surgical planning impact, a novel scoring system was constructed in an effort to compare 

the planned treatment procedure (P1), with the surgical planning simulation procedure (P2), and with the 

patient interventional procedure (P3).  In Stage P1, the physician and clinical support staff made a 

treatment plan based on patient diagnostic imaging, tabletop device demonstrations, and physician 

training sessions; which is a standard training regimen for new device interventions.  Following the 

formation of the treatment outline, the patient procedure was scheduled, and the patient-specific device 

was ordered from Cook Medical. Typically, the physician would review the case and perform the 

procedure. Here the physician performed the procedure using his treatment plan, P1, on the patient-

specific phantom as he/she planned to on the actual patient. We recorded procedural steps of the 

simulation as P2, noting many “on-the-fly” treatment plan changes due to challenges that only could 

present themselves in a physical procedure. After the simulation, the actual procedure steps during the 

patient’s case were recorded as P3, Figure 60. 
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               P1 – Treatment Plan based on Diagnostic P2 – Treatment Plan based on P3 – Treatment Plan Executed in 

Figure 60. Steps for Procedural Planning Comparison. P1-2: Procedural Plan based on Diagnostic Imaging vs. Performed During 

Simulation Procedure, P2-3 Procedural Plan based on Simulation Procedure vs. Performed During Clinical Procedure [89]. 

To quantify impact, alterations in treatment strategy from procedural plan to simulation procedure, P1-

P2, and the simulation procedure to the patient procedure, P2-P3, were tracked in the ten most critical 

procedural steps vital for FEVAR success as identified by the physician, clinical, and engineering team, 

Table 10. FEVAR graft Instructions For Use (IFU) steps are referenced [34]. 

Table 10. Ten Key FEVAR Procedural Steps Identified for Impact Analysis. Italics identity IFU step number [34]. 

FEVAR Key Procedural Step (Instructions for Use Step #) 

1 Iliac to Aortic Bifurcation Access with Sheath (11.4.4) 

2 Fenestrated Endograft Placement (11.4.5.5) 

3 Fenestrated Endograft Deployment (11.4.5.8-9) 

4 Renal Artery Access (11.4.5.10-11) 

5 Renal Artery Stent Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 

6 Renal Artery Stent Deployment and Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 

7 Access to Distal Graft Leg Opening (11.4.9.1) 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft (11.4.11) 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap (13.1.14) 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices (All Steps) 

If there were deviations in treatment strategy such as technique, approach, or use of a different medical 

device, then a score of 1 was given. If the approach or device used was identical between stages, then a 

score of 0 was given. In the special simulation case, P2, a score was assigned as 1 automatically where 

the interventionist was 1. practicing new device techniques, 2. comparing various devices to make 

informed treatment decisions, and 3. in instances where excess time and care was spent as only possible 

in a simulation.  Each set of scores were summed and normalized to the total number of critical 

procedure steps to obtain the score denoted with P1-2 and P2-3. Thus, a score of 0 (zero) in P1-2 means 
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that no changes were identified; the treatment plan from diagnostic imaging was identical with the 

treatment performed in the phantom simulation. A score of 1 (one) means that all key procedural steps 

changed.  An example is depicted in Figure 61, depicting three steps that were planned during P1: steps 

A, B, and C. During P2, two of those steps (67%), A and B, were not successful during P3. The clinical 

staff had to try different approaches to be successful, marked as Steps A1 and B1 which were the new 

plan for the upcoming patient procedure.  During P3, one step was unsuccessful (33%), resulting in a 

change in treatment approach, A2.  However, the treatment Step A1 which was discovered in the 

simulation was successful. Therefore, deviations in treatment strategy from the proposed plan at both the 

simulation and patient procedure can be tracked in this manner. 

One can also think about the planned case, P1, as the plan the physician would have attempted on the 

patient; The simulation, P2,  as “Plan A”, the actual set of events the physician would have performed 

on the patient sticking as much as possible to his plan, P1, but making adjustments as needed depending 

on procedural complications.; and the actual patient case as “Plan B” as the physician had the 

opportunity to adjust the plan to avoid newly-known complications and/or challenges in the simulation 

but once again having to make adjustments “on the fly” to deal with arising challenges.  Thus, 

performing a simulation allowed the physician to skip Plan A and execute Plan B to maximize treatment 

success. 

Figure 61. Devised Clinical Impact Semi- Quantitative Scoring Methodology. 
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5.1.2 Results - Case 1 

Simulation Procedure – Case 1 
The simulation took approximately 3.5 hours. Figure 62 depicts fluoroscopic imaging for each of the ten 

notable procedure steps, identified per Table 10, during the simulation with the 3D printed AAA 

phantom. The physician deployed the proximal stent graft, 2 renal stents, the distal stent graft, and two 

leg grafts. Steps skipped due to differences in the phantom versus the clinical case include a femoral 

access cut-down and closure. 

Figure 62. Visualization of the Ten Key Procedural Steps - Case 1. Arrows identity the devices or action of interest per procedural step: 

(A) introducer sheath insertion through the femoral artery to the aortic bifurcation, (B) fenestrated endograft placement via graft handle 

rotation and radiopaque marker visualization, (C) fenestrated endograft deployment along the direction of the arrow, (D) renal artery 

access with a wire and catheter assembly, arrow points towards catheterization of right renal artery, (E) renal artery stent placement 

accomplished via positioning of radiopaque stent struts slightly within the fenestrated endograft, two arrows, (F) renal artery stent 

deployment and flaring with a balloon, arrow indicates left renal stent expansion, (G) catheter and guidewire access within the distal main 

body graft ostium, arrow points to catheter successfully through gate, (H) sizing of a proper limb graft along the arrow line, (I) modular 

endograft overlap in the AAA phantom visualized by 3 arrows, and, (J) concurrent control of many devices from multiple access points, 

each arrow indicates an individual device present during endograft positioning, placement, and endograft overlap – total of nine devices 

used in one instance, not including the additional devices used for previous and proceeding steps. 

During the simulation, three of the ten vital procedure steps had a change in approach.  First, fenestrated 

proximal graft deployment, step 3, resulted in torqueing of the graft on the delivery system in addition to 

top-cap interference with the proximal graft ostium, due to complex handling.  All portions of the graft 

handle must be moved in synchronization with one another to prevent over-torqueing of the graft which 

can result in poor visual delineation of the radiopaque markers and thus incorrect graft delivery. 
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Regarding the top cap retrieval, the distal graft sheath must be carefully observed concurrent with 

retraction to prevent collision with the implanted graft, often requiring minute corrections live-time. 

Failure of this step can result in graft dislodgement. Second, renal artery access, procedure step 4, was 

more challenging than expected from viewing the diagnostic CTA.  The physician had to use multiple 

different shaped catheters and guidewires to advance the catheter into the right renal artery. Significant 

time was spent navigating the guidewire and catheter system under fluoroscopy.  Third, renal artery 

stent deployment and flaring, procedure step 5, with the planned renal stent size resulted in too small of 

an overlap with the fenestrated proximal graft.  Also, during renal stent flaring to achieve a seal at the 

graft junction, the sheath caught the edge of the stent requiring careful retraction. Thus, the clinical team 

decided to use a larger size renal stent for the patient procedure to ensure enough graft overlap. 

There were four additional procedural steps that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies: fenestrated endograft placement/orientation, renal artery stent 

deployment and flaring, access to distal graft opening, and awareness and control of all concurrent 

devices. During this time, the physician and clinical specialists discussed the design of the patient 

specific endograft, performed extensive imaging from various orientations to ensure correct graft 

orientation, and discussed possible device failures with corresponding device imaging facilitating 

periprocedural complications to be alert for and how to correct. In addition, specific training was 

performed by the scrub tech for proper balloon inflation and deflation technique required for renal stent 

flaring as the technique requires slow deflation, not typical. 

During the simulated procedure using the 3D printed AAA phantom, seven of ten notable procedural 

steps, 70%, resulted in a change in approach from the planned procedure or that the clinical team spent 

excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 
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Clinical Procedure – Case 1 
During the patient procedure, P3, only one notable procedural step had a change in plan from the 

simulation, P2. Renal artery access was challenging, as it was in the 3D printed phantom, resulting in the 

use of multiple different shaped catheters, not used in the simulation, and imaging orientations for 

successful access.  In addition, there was one step that excess time was spent practicing and comparing 

treatment strategies, fenestrated proximal endograft placement, and was automatically assigned a score 

of 1 as per our scoring system.  The orientation of the endograft was confirmed with various techniques 

to ensure the endograft would unsheathe in the proper orientation. During the clinical procedure, two of 

ten, 20%, notable procedural steps were altered from the planned procedure or were evaluated for a 

prolonged time period. 

Fluoroscopy images are shown side by side in Figure 63 for comparison between the 3D printed 

phantom simulation (left) and the patient procedure (right) in regards to: 1. Renal artery access, step 4, 

with guidewires and diagnostic catheters advanced into the renal arteries, Figure 63A/B, 2. The distal 

portion of the fenestrated endograft within the aneurysm sac and surrounding tissue, Figure 63C/D, and 

3. Irregular balloon shape upon expansion indicates that the balloon and guidewire are within distal 

graft, serving as confirmation that a limb graft will correctly overlap with the distal main body graft 

upon advancement, Figure 63E/F. Clarity of the aneurysm lumen and devices is an apparent difference 

between the in-vitro and in-vivo imaging due to anatomical obstructions of the vertebrae, pelvis, and 

gastrointestinal tract in-vivo. 
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Figure 63. 3D Phantom and Patient Imaging Comparison - Case 1. Renal Artery Access (Model – A, Patient -B), Aneurysm and 

Surrounding Tissue (Model – C, Patient - D), and CODA Balloon Inflation (Model – E, Patient - F). 

Table 11 summarizes the impact of the critical procedural steps from procedural planning to simulation 

procedure, P1-2, and from the simulation procedure to the patient procedure, P2-3, according to the 

impact scoring rules we devised per Section 5.1.1. As identified in Table 11, during the simulation 70% 

of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the clinical team spent excess time practicing 

and comparing treatment strategies. During the clinical procedure, 20% of the notable procedure steps 

had a change in approach or the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment 

strategies. 
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Table 11. Semi-Quantitative Simulation Impact Scores: Case 1 

Notable Procedure Step (Instructions for Use Step #) Procedural Step Deviation 

P1-2 P2-3 

1 Iliac to Aortic Bifurcation Access with Sheath (11.4.4) 0 0 

2 Fenestrated Endograft Placement (11.4.5.5) 1* 1* 

3 Fenestrated Endograft Deployment (11.4.5.8-9) 1 0 

4 Renal Artery Access (11.4.5.10-11) 1 1 

5 Renal Artery Stent Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 1 0 

6 Renal Artery Stent Deployment and Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 1* 0 

7 Access to Distal Graft Leg Opening (11.4.9.1) 1* 0 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft (11.4.11) 0 0 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap (13.1.14) 0 0 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices (All Steps) 1* 0 

Procedural Step Deviation Scores P1-2 = 0.70 

(7/10) 

P2-3 = 0.20 

(2/10) 
*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

5.1.3 Results - Case 2 

Simulation Procedure – Case 2 
The simulation took approximately 2 hours and was performed the day before the patient procedure. 

Figure 64 depicts fluoroscopic imaging for each of the ten notable procedure steps in the 3D printed 

AAA phantom. The physician completed the following steps of the actual procedure: gaining access 

with 6 F and 20 F sheaths, gaining access to right and left renal artery, positioning and deploying the 

proximal graft, positioning and deploying the left renal stent, positioning and deploying the distal graft 

and confirmation of distal graft gate access via CODA balloon for subsequent procedural steps. 

The following procedural steps were skipped for due to time constraints: stenting of the right renal due 

to persistent access challenges, complete distal stent graft deployment, iliac stent sizing and deployment 

as the stents were not available for the simulation, final CODA balloon inflations for sealing, final 

imaging runs, and removal of all tools. 
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Figure 64. Visualization of the Ten Key Procedural Steps - Case 2. (A) introducer sheath insertion through the femoral artery to the aortic 

bifurcation, (B) fenestrated endograft placement via graft handle rotation and radiopaque marker visualization, (C) fenestrated endograft 

deployment, (D) renal artery access with a wire and catheter assembly, (E) renal artery stent placement accomplished via positioning of 

radiopaque stent struts slightly within the fenestrated endograft, (F) renal artery stent deployment and flaring with a balloon, (G) catheter 

and guidewire access within the distal main body graft ostium, (H) N/A - sizing of a proper limb graft, (I) modular endograft overlap in the 

AAA phantom, and, (J) concurrent control of many devices from multiple access points. 

During the simulation, four of the nine attempted vital procedure steps had a change in approach.  First, 

access to the right iliac with the planned 20 F sheath, notable step 1, was met with resistance. The 

physician placed the sheath as best he could for the simulation and mentioned that he would assess using 

a dilator for the patient case during iliac artery access. Second, tracking of the contralateral sheath which 

houses the fenestrated proximal stent-graft, step 2, resulted in unintentional top-cap movement mid-stent 

graft deployment. This movement could cause the stent graft to move, resulting in mis-positioned 

fenestrations. The improper stent graft overlaps were identified under fluoroscopy and the proper 

technique identified to approach with in the clinical procedure. Third, access to the right renal artery, 

step 4, was more challenging than the physicians expected from the 2D diagnostic imaging due to the 

posterior curve of the aorta and the renal artery takeoff angle, Figure 65. The catheters repeatedly 

prolapsed into the aorta upon advancement over the wire. The physician identified that he might need a 
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set of specialized catheters with different tip shapes to use for the procedure. In addition, the initial 

cannulation of the right renal artery was identified as important to maintain until the catheterization 

through the fenestration for renal stent deployment as the initial access can straighten the renal artery 

vessel and reduce the takeoff angle, thus easier access. With a difficult takeoff angle, the placement of 

the fenestrated proximal stent graft was identified was vital to position as accurately as possible. 

Figure 65. Depiction of Challenging Right Renal Access with Guidewire/ Catheter Systen (left) and Stent Delivery Sheath (right) in the 

AAA phantom. 

Fourth, a renal artery stent tine was caught and dislodged during stent flaring, step 6, which could cause 

endoleak at the stent graft overlap junction. A technique of slow balloon inflation with superior pressure 

followed by a slow deflation with removal of superior pressure concurrent with re-sheathing the balloon 

was discussed, practiced, and planned as the approach for the patient procedure.    

There was one additional procedural step that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies: awareness and control of all concurrent devices. 

The simulation provided an opportunity to practice device maneuvering unique to the patient procedure, 

instances of peri-procedural complication, and the subsequent practice of complication mitigation 

without risk to the patient. During the simulated procedure using the 3D printed AAA phantom, five of 
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nine attempted notable procedural steps, 56%, resulted in a change in approach from the planned 

procedure or that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

Clinical Procedure– Case 2 
The procedure took 2.5 hours and 48 minutes of fluoroscopy imaging using a Siemens Artis Zeego 

imaging system. During the patient procedure, P3, only one notable procedural step had a change in plan 

from the simulation, P2. Renal artery access was challenging, as it was in the 3D printed phantom, 

resulting in the use of multiple different shaped catheters, not used in the simulation, and imaging 

orientations for successful access.  

The team inserted the 20 F sheath successfully into the patient’s right iliac artery with a dilator to 

expand the artery to the correct size prior to sheath insertion, to mitigate the possibility of a tight fit as 

identified during the simulation. The left renal access was straight-forward, however the right renal 

access was challenging requiring multiple imaging angles and required multiple attempts to gain access, 

as expected from the simulation, Figure 65 and Figure 66. The proximal body was prepared, positioned, 

and deployed with no top-cap interference. During renal artery stent positioning, right renal access 

continued to be challenging requiring approximately 10 minutes to access with various catheters and 

wires, not assessed during the simulation, by the two physicians; and thus a change in approach. Renal 

stents were positioned, deployed, and flared per the technique practiced during the simulation. The distal 

body and iliac grafts were positioned and deployed followed by balloon expansion of seal zones. A 

contrast run from a pigtail catheter superior to the grafts confirmed no endoleak, after which all devices 

were removed, and the incisions closed. 

After the clinical procedure, the physician confirmed his learnings from the simulation to be helpful in 

the clinical case. He mentioned that he was aware that the right iliac sheath would be a tight fit in the 

artery, so he dilated the vessel prior to introduction which is not always performed. The sheath advanced 
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to the target location successfully. It was hypothesized that the 3D printed compliant model is not as 

flexible in the longitudinal direction as human arteries which are known to straighten out, even with 

calcifications, with dilation in-vivo. He noted that he made sure to place the contralateral sheath in the 

target location and was better aware of how to keep track of the various wire and catheter assemblies 

inserted concurrently form a process perspective. He confirmed that the right renal access was 

challenging, although he did not expect that challenge from reviewing the diagnostic imaging, 2D CTA 

slices, alone. Another attending physician confirmed this finding as well. 

Imaging from the clinical case was exported from the Siemens imaging system.  Imaging is depicted to 

compare the resolution and structures present for the simulation on the 3D printed model and the clinical 

case, Figure 66. The fixed imaging system for the clinical case allowed for a greater area of the anatomy 

to be imaged at a time. The clinical scenario resulted in more anatomical structures obscuring the 

devices being imaged with the soft tissue attenuating x-rays in addition to the spine. 

Figure 66. 3D Phantom and Patient Imaging of Renal Access - Case 2.Prior to Proximal Stent Graft Deployment (Model - A, Patient - B), 

Renal Stent Deployment Post Proximal Stent Graft Deployment (Model - C, Patient - D), CODA balloon inflation at Visceral Artery Seal 

Zone (Model - E, Patient - F), and CODA balloon inflation at Iliac Gate to Ensure Proper Access Prior to Iliac Graft Access (Model - G, 

Patient - H). 
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Semi-Quantitative Impact Scoring– Case 2 

Table 12 summarizes the impact of the critical procedural steps from procedural planning to simulation 

procedure, P1-2, and from the simulation procedure to the patient procedure, P2-3, according to the 

impact scoring rules we devised per Section 5.1.1. As identified in 

Table 12, during the simulation 56% of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the 

clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. During the clinical 

procedure, 10% of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the clinical team spent a 

significantly longer amount of time than typical. 

Table 12. Semi-Quantitative Simulation Impact Scores: Case 2. 

Notable Procedure Step (Instructions for Use Step #) Procedural Step Deviation 

P1-2 P2-3 

1 Iliac to Aortic Bifurcation Access with Sheath (11.4.4) 1 0 

2 Fenestrated Endograft Placement (11.4.5.5) 1 0 

3 Fenestrated Endograft Deployment (11.4.5.8-9) 0 0 

4 Renal Artery Access (11.4.5.10-11) 1 1 

5 Renal Artery Stent Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 0 0 

6 Renal Artery Stent Deployment and Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 1 0 

7 Access to Distal Graft Leg Opening (11.4.9.1) 0 0 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft (11.4.11) N/A 0 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap (13.1.14) 0 0 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices (All Steps) 1* 0 

Procedural Step Deviation Scores P1-2 = 0.56 

(5/9) 

P2-3 = 0.10 

(1/10) 
*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

5.1.4 Results - Case 3 

Simulation Procedure– Case 3 
The simulation took approximately 2 hours. The physician completed the following steps of the actual 

procedure: gaining access with appropriate sheaths, gaining access to left and right renal arteries, 

positioning and deploying the proximal graft target deployment site, and positioning and deploying the 
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left and right renal stents. The following procedural steps were skipped: measurement and complete iliac 

stent deployment due to a lack of devices, final imaging runs, and removal of all tools. Steps skipped 

due to differences in the phantom versus the clinical case include a femoral access cut-down and 

closure. 

During the simulation, four of the nine attempted vital procedure steps had a change in approach.  

First, access to the femoral/ iliac arteries was more challenging than expected due to vessel diameter and 

tortuosity. The physician discussed using dilators during sheath advancement for the clinical case. 

Second, access to the right renal artery was challenging, as expected from the diagnostic imaging, 

requiring a few different wire and catheter combinations to select the vessel and advance a catheter into 

the segment. 

Third, during advancement of the stent graft, the three radiopaque markers were not visualized as 

expected. Upon further investigation by removing the sheathed graft, it was discovered that the graft was 

inserted upside-down. The simulation allowed for the experience of identifying and resolving this 

challenge. 

Fourth, the stenosis in the renal artery was evident due to the force to track the catheter through the 

stenosed region.  With this experience, the physician confirmed that this region was severely stenosed 

may need a pre-angioplasty completed prior to stenting to maximize the diameter for complete stent 

expansion and thus adequate blood flow. Due to length of the renal artery and the stenosis, the stent did 

not protrude far enough into the proximal graft preventing adequate sealing of the two grafts. With this, 

the physician decided that an upsized renal stent (7 mm x 35 mm) would be necessary for the patient 

case. 
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There were two additional procedural steps that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies: awareness and control of all concurrent devices and the techniques to 

flare the renal stents against the fenestrated proximal graft to ensure adequate seal by slow balloon 

inflation followed by slow balloon deflation concurrent with advancing the sheath overtop the balloon to 

prevent interactions with the stent. A few wires and catheters were identified as possible for use in the 

clinical procedure. Due to resource limitations, they were not available in the simulation including 

Lunderquist wires, angled Glide Catheters, and an OmniFlush marking catheter. 

During the simulated procedure using the 3D printed AAA phantom, six of nine attempted notable 

procedural steps, 75%, resulted in a change in approach from the planned procedure or that the clinical 

team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

Clinical Procedure– Case 3 
The procedure took 2.5 hours and 38 minutes of fluoroscopy imaging using a Siemens Artis Zeego 

imaging system. During the patient procedure, P3, only one notable procedural step had a change in 

approach from the simulation learnings, P2. 

The clinical team gained access through the femoral arteries with the sheaths. The physician commented 

that the arteries straightened easier than the AAA model in simulation. The renal arteries were accessed 

with the catheter and wire systems identified during the simulation. The passage of the right renal sheath 

was easier than expected so the team decided to not pre-angioplasty the stenosed region, The fenestrated 

graft was visualized under fluoroscopy and deployed. A longer right renal stent was used, per learnings 

in the simulation. After all stent grafts were deployed, DSA imaging was performed to check for 

endoleak. A small leak was identified at the seal between the fenestrated proximal main body graft and 

the left renal stent.  The renal stent was re-flared with two different balloon sizes, and thus a change in 

approach, and final DSA imaging confirmed no endoleak. 
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Semi-Quantitative Impact Scoring– Case 3 
Table 13 summarizes the impact of the critical procedural steps from procedural planning to simulation 

procedure, and from the simulation procedure to the patient procedure, P2-3, according to the impact 

scoring rules we devised per Section 5.1.1. As identified in Table 13, during the simulation, 75% of the 

notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies. During the clinical procedure, 10% of the notable procedure steps had a 

change in approach or the clinical team spent a significantly longer amount of time than typical 

Table 13. Semi-Quantitative Simulation Impact Scores: Case 3. 

Notable Procedure Step (Instructions for Use Step #) Procedural Step Deviation 

P1-2 P2-3 

1 Iliac to Aortic Bifurcation Access with Sheath (11.4.4) 1 0 

2 Fenestrated Endograft Placement (11.4.5.5) 1 0 

3 Fenestrated Endograft Deployment (11.4.5.8-9) 0 0 

4 Renal Artery Access (11.4.5.10-11) 1 0 

5 Renal Artery Stent Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 1 0 

6 Renal Artery Stent Deployment and Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 1* 1 

7 Access to Distal Graft Leg Opening (11.4.9.1) N/A 0 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft (11.4.11) N/A 0 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap (13.1.14) 0 0 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices (All Steps) 1* 0 

Procedural Step Deviation Scores P1-2 = 0.75 

(6/8) 

P2-3 = 0.10 

(1/10) 
*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

5.1.5 Results - Case 4 

Simulation Procedure– Case 4 
The simulation took approximately 4 hours and was performed by the physician with support from 

industry clinical specialists. Figure 67 depicts fluoroscopic imaging for each of the ten notable 

procedure steps in the 3D printed phantom. The physician completed the following steps: puncturing the 

axillary and femoral arteries, gaining access with appropriate sheaths from axillary and femoral artery 
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sites, gaining access to left and right renal arteries and SMA, positioning and deploying the aortic and 

visceral artery grafts at their target deployment sites, and inflating all balloons to ensure graft overlap. 

Figure 67. Visualization of the Ten Key Procedural Steps - Case 4. (A) introducer sheath insertion through the femoral and axillary artery 

to the aortic bifurcation, (B) endograft placement via graft handle rotation and radiopaque marker visualization, (C) endograft 

deployment, (D) visceral artery access with a wire and catheter assembly, (E) visceral artery stent placement accomplished via 

positioning of radiopaque stent struts with those of endograft, (F) renal artery stent deployment, (G) N/A catheter and guidewire access 

within the distal main body graft ostium, (H) N/A - sizing of a proper limb graft, (I) modular endograft overlap in the AAA phantom, and, 

(J) concurrent control of many devices from multiple access points. 

During the simulation, one of the eight attempted vital procedure steps had a change in approach.  First, 

access to the right renal artery was challenging, step 4, “much more difficult than expected” from the 

diagnostic imaging, requiring a few different wire and catheter combinations to select the vessel and 

advance a MPA Glide Catheter and Nitrix wire into the segment. Access to the SMA and left renal 

artery were also challenging requiring several catheter and wire combinations to gain access and 

additional challenges at the distal stenosed region. The physician commented that the prolapse behavior 

of the catheters into the aorta was realistic.  

There was one additional procedural step that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies: awareness and control of all concurrent devices from access points at 

not only the femoral arteries but also the axillary artery. 
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All of the stent grafts were deployed successfully and there was no endoleak into the aneurysm, 

confirming that the size of the grafts created an acceptable seal. During the simulated procedure using 

the 3D printed AAA phantom, two of the eight attempted notable procedural steps, 25%, resulted in a 

change in approach from the planned procedure or that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies. 

Clinical Procedure– Case 4 
Physicians choose to attempt the minimally invasive EVAR snorkeling approach in a hybrid operating 

room in which they planned to switch to an Open Surgical Repair if challenges were encountered. The 

procedure took place approximately three months after the simulation and therefore physicians thought 

there may have been some progression of the arteriosclerotic disease at the visceral artery ostiums 

(calcified stenosis) and/or aneurysm shape. Endovascularly, the left brachial artery was access with an 

appropriate introducer sheath. One fellow physician and two attending physicians had difficulty gaining 

access to the left renal artery and SMA with a variety of catheters and guidewires. The physicians 

handled the 3D printed model in the OR to assess takeoff angles and vessel lengths as they discussed 

different catheter and wire combinations to attempt.  Because the access challenges prevent graft 

advancement and deployment, the clinical team chose to convert to an open surgical procedure in which 

bypass grafts were implanted successfully. 

During the patient procedure, P3, only one, of two, notable procedural step had a change in plan from 

the simulation, P2. Renal artery access was challenging, as it was in the 3D printed phantom, resulting in 

the use of multiple different shaped catheters, not used in the simulation, and imaging orientations for 

successful access.  As the physicians choose to change their approach to the case, most of the notable 

steps are scored as not applicable. 
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Semi-Quantitative Impact Scoring– Case 4 
Table 14 summarizes the impact of the critical procedural steps from procedural planning to simulation 

procedure, P1-2, and from the simulation procedure to the patient procedure, P2-3, according to the 

impact scoring rules we devised per Section 5.1.1. As identified in Table 14, during the simulation 25% 

of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the clinical team spent excess time practicing 

and comparing treatment strategies. During the clinical procedure, 50% of the notable procedure steps 

had a change in approach or the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment 

strategies. 

Table 14. Semi-Quantitative Simulation Impact Scores: Case 4. 

Notable Procedure Step (Instructions for Use Step #) Procedural Step Deviation 

P1-2 P2-3 

1 Access with Sheaths 0 0 

2 Endograft Placement 0 N/A 

3 Endograft Deployment 0 N/A 

4 Visceral Artery Access 1 1 

5 Visceral Artery Stent Placement 0 N/A 

6 Visceral Artery Stent Deployment 0 N/A 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap 0 N/A 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices 1* N/A 

Procedural Step Deviation Scores P1-2 = 0.25 

(2/8) 

P2-3 = 0.50 

(1/2) 
*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

5.1.6 Results - Case 5 

Simulation Procedure– Case 5 
The simulation took approximately 2 hours. The physician and a physician fellow performed the 

procedural steps with industry clinical representatives. Figure 68 depicts fluoroscopic imaging for each 

of the ten notable procedure steps in the 3D printed AAA phantom. The physician completed the 

following steps of the actual procedure: gaining access with introducer sheaths, gaining access to left 

and right renal artery, positioning and deploying the proximal graft and right renal stent at the target 

deployment sites. The following procedural steps were skipped: stenting of the left renal due to access 
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challenges, distal stent deployment, iliac stent positioning and deployment, final CODA balloon 

inflations for sealing, final imaging runs, and removal of all tools. Steps skipped due to differences in 

the phantom versus the clinical case include a femoral access cut-down and closure. 

Figure 68. Visualization of the Ten Key Procedural Steps - Case 5. (A) introducer sheath insertion through the femoral artery to the aortic 

bifurcation, (B) fenestrated endograft placement via graft handle rotation and radiopaque marker visualization, (C) fenestrated endograft 

deployment, (D) renal artery access with a wire and catheter assembly, (E) renal artery stent placement accomplished via positioning of 

radiopaque stent struts slightly within the fenestrated endograft, (F) renal artery stent deployment and flaring with a balloon, (G) N/A -

catheter and guidewire access within the distal main body graft ostium, (H) N/A - sizing of a proper limb graft, (I) N/A - modular endograft 

overlap in the AAA phantom, and, (J) concurrent control of many devices from multiple access points. 

During the simulation, three of the seven attempted vital procedure steps had a change in approach.  

First, access with the right iliac sheath was difficult with resistance to forward pushing, step 1. Upon 

removal of a sheath from the aortic bifurcation and iliac artery, resistance was felt by the clinician. The 

sheath was removed but a portion of the iliac artery tore from the model and remained on the retracted 

sheath.  At this point, the clinical team discussed this as a possible clinical complication. Clinically, it is 

possible for the sheath clearance within the vessel to be so tight that the vessels tear and are retracted 

with the sheath. This is a life-threatening injury that requires an open repair to the vessel. The physician 
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discussed downsizing the sheath to 16 F for the clinical procedure in addition to performing pre-

dilatation of the aortic bifurcation. 

Second, access to the left renal artery was more challenging to access than expected, step 4. A different 

guidewire than planned was used and various catheter tip shapes were hypothesized to be a better 

approach. Access was quickly lost due to interactions with various other wires in the same region 

requiring a second attempt. The right renal artery was accessed with the planned devices. Access was 

challenging during the second access to the renal artery, through the deployed fenestrated proximal 

graft, due to the renal stenosis. They attempted with multiple wires and then attempted to expand the 

stenosed region with an angioplasty balloon but could not advance the balloon to the stenosed region as 

the sheath size could not accommodate the proximal body graft and the large balloon. To continue the 

balloon angioplasty, the team decided to deploy the proximal fenestrated graft completely to remove that 

large sheath. 

Third, fenestrated graft deployment, step 3 resulted in a peri-procedural complication of a twisted graft 

requiring changes in approach. The fenestrated proximal graft was advanced through the sheath to the 

target location over a stiff wire.  This required significant force and manipulation to advance past the 

iliac artery and aortic bifurcation tortuosity, as expected per the tight aortic angulations. The physician 

mentioned that this step may require “pushing down on the patient’s abdomen” during advancement to 

traverse that arterial segment. The graft was positioned with the radiopaque markings and the first two 

stents were deployed.  At this time, the graft needed to be reoriented to match the fenestrations with the 

visceral artery ostiums. However, during reorientation the team observed that the ratio of device 

torqueing to device movement was not 1:1 under fluoroscopy, which is indicative of a twisted or 

crimped graft. Multiple x-ray views were assessed, and a guidewire was not successful in passing the 

hypothesized crimped region. The upper and lower stents were observed to be misaligned. With these 
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observations, the team agreed the stent was crimped like a “candy wrapper” with a stenosed region in 

the middle.  To mitigate this, the industry representative offered her guidance from a similar experience 

in-vivo, observed only in one clinical case prior. They attempted to un-torque the graft handle which did 

not uncrimp the graft. They attempted to dislodge the crimped area with a series of guidewires and 

dilators unsuccessfully. The industry representative attempted to dislodge the crimped portion by 

rotating the graft handle by over 360 degrees at which point the graft rotated and uncrimped to its 

expanded position, for procedural continuation. 

There was one additional procedural step that the clinical team s spent excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies: fenestrated graft placement through multiple tight angulations and 

stenosed regions 

Overall simulation learnings included: 1. the need to downsize the contralateral sheath from 18 F to 16 F 

and a pre-dilation of the aortic bifurcation to allow for greater clearance for the necessary 16 F and 22 F 

sheaths, 2. a careful observation of the proximal body during advancement through the stenosed aortic 

bifurcation, two angulations, and stenosed region of the visceral arteries to ensure unnecessary torqueing 

of the graft prior to deployment, 3. if a crimping of the proximal graft is observed, the resolution should 

be to un-torque the device by twisting the entire graft assembly as one unit, and 4. access to the left renal 

will require a specialized catheter, SOS, that was not available for the simulation. The clinical team 

concluded that the patient anatomy was suitable for a fenestrated graft, although might require 

specialized catheters and careful attention to the graft positioning and possible failure mode of crimping.  

The clinical team planned to treat the patient with a fenestrated graft in a hybrid OR suite where they 

could transfer treatment to an open repair if necessary. 
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During the simulated procedure using the 3D printed AAA phantom, four of the seven attempted notable 

procedural steps, 57%, resulted in a change in approach from the planned procedure or that the clinical 

team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

Clinical Procedure– Case 5 
Due to administrative delays, the patient was treated by an alternate physician who did not use a 

fenestrated graft approach. 

Semi-Quantitative Impact Scoring– Case 5 
Table 15 summarizes the impact of the critical procedural steps from procedural planning to simulation 

procedure, P1-2 according to the impact scoring rules we devised per Section 5.1.1. As identified in 

Table 15, during the simulation 57% of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or the 

clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 

Table 15. Semi-Quantitative Simulation Impact Scores: Case 5. 

Notable Procedure Step (Instructions for Use Step #) Procedural Step Deviation 

P1-2 P2-3 

1 Iliac to Aortic Bifurcation Access with Sheath (11.4.4) 1 N/A 
2 Fenestrated Endograft Placement (11.4.5.5) 1* N/A 
3 Fenestrated Endograft Deployment (11.4.5.8-9) 1 N/A 
4 Renal Artery Access (11.4.5.10-11) 1 N/A 

5 Renal Artery Stent Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 0 N/A 

6 Renal Artery Stent Deployment and Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 0 N/A 

7 Access to Distal Graft Leg Opening (11.4.9.1) N/A N/A 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft (11.4.11) N/A N/A 

9 Prevention of Endoleak with Overlap (13.1.14) N/A N/A 

10 Awareness and Control of All Concurrent Devices (All Steps) 0 N/A 

Procedural Step Deviation Scores P1-2 = 0.57 

(4/7) 

P2-3= N/A 

No Procedure 
*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. 
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5.1.7 Summary of Semi-Quantitative Impact Scoring 
Table 16 summarizes the semi-quantitative impact scoring results of the critical procedural steps from 

procedural planning to simulation procedure, P1-2, and from the simulation procedure to the patient 

procedure, P2-3, across all five-3D printed patient specific imaged guided simulations. There were no 

immediate post-procedure complications and all patients were alive at six- to twelve-month follow up. 

Table 16. Summary of Semi-Quantitative Impact Scores: Cases 1-5. 

Notable Procedure 

Step (Instructions for 

Use Step #) 

P1-2 

(Diagnostic Plan to Simulation 

P1-2 

(Post-Simulation Plan to Clinical 

Procedure) 

Case 

1 

Case 

2 

Case 

3 

Case 

4** 

Case 

5** 

Case 

1 

Case 

2 

Case 

3 

Case 

4** 

Case 5** 

1 Iliac to Aortic 

Bifurcation Access with 

Sheath (11.4.4) 

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 N/A 

2 Fenestrated Endograft 

Placement (11.4.5.5) 

1* 1 1 0 1* 1* 0 0 N/A N/A 

3 Fenestrated Endograft 

Deployment (11.4.5.8-

9) 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

4 Renal Artery Access 

(11.4.5.10-11) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 N/A 

5 Renal Artery Stent 

Placement (11.4.7.1-2) 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

6 Renal Artery Stent 

Deployment and 

Flaring (11.4.7.3-5) 

1* 1 1* 0 0 0 0 1 N/A N/A 

7 Access to distal graft 

leg opening (11.4.9.1) 

1* 0 N/A N/A N/A 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

8 Sizing of Iliac Graft 

(11.4.11) 

0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

9 Prevention of Endoleak 

with Overlap (13.1.14) 

0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

10 Awareness and Control 

of All Concurrent 

Devices (All Steps) 

1* 1* 1* 1* 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A 

Procedural Step 

Deviation Scores 

0.70 

(7/10) 

0.56 

(5/9) 

0.75 

(6/8) 

0.25 

(2/8) 

0.57 

(4/7) 

0.20 

(2/10) 

0.10 

(1/10) 

0.10 

(1/1 

0) 

0.50 

(1/2) 

No 

Procedure 

*Indicates that the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies 

**Indicates cases that were performed for endovascular treatment feasibility. 
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We hypothesized that there would be more changes in treatment approach between the planned 

treatment procedure and the simulation procedure, P1-2, compared with the surgical planning simulation 

and the patient interventional procedure, P2-3, as the physician would have the chance to practice, 

experiment, and identify unknown challenges with the clinical simulation as is not possible with 2D 

diagnostic imaging alone. Table 17 and Table 18identify the total number and percentage of notable 

procedural steps that were scored as impactful by the methodology we defined. In summary, across the 

simulations 57% of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach from the diagnostic imaging 

plan or the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. During the 

clinical procedures, only four included, 16% of the notable procedure steps had a change in approach or 

the clinical team spent excess time practicing and comparing treatment strategies. More notable 

procedural steps had a change in approach in the simulation than in the patient procedure, 36% versus 

13% respectively. Many more notable procedural steps were spent in training (the clinical team spent a 

significantly longer amount of time than typical) in the simulation than in the patient procedure, 21% 

versus 3% respectively. These results are indicative that the AAA 3D printed phantom simulation 

allowed the clinical team to train, explore, and identify possible peri-procedural complications and their 

resolutions more effectively than just performing the patient procedures with a physician proctor. 
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Table 17. Total Number of Impactful Procedural Steps Across Five Simulations and Three Patient Procedures. 

P1-2 

(Diagnostic Plan to 

Simulation 

P2-3 

(Post-Simulation Plan to 

Clinical Procedure) 

Change in Approach 15 4 

Excess time practicing and comparing 

treatment strategies* 
9 1 

Total Steps Attempted 42 32 

Table 18. Percentage of Impactful Procedural Steps Across Five Simulations and Three Patient Procedures. 

P1-2 

(Diagnostic Plan to 

Simulation 

P2-3 

(Post-Simulation Plan to 

Clinical Procedure) 

Change in Approach 36% 13% 

Excess time practicing and 

comparing treatment strategies* 21% 3% 

Combined Deviations 57% 16% 

5.2 Semi-Quantitative Physician Feedback 
To better understand the clinical relevancy of the phantom performance for image guidance and device 

use during EVAR procedures, we devised a semi-quantitative scoring system for the physicians to 

provide feedback during Case 4. We aimed to understand product trackability, product pushability, 

product deployment, anatomical response, and image guidance. 

• Product Trackability - Ability to maneuver products to target location via 1:1 translation and 

torqueing. 

• Product Pushability - Ability to maneuver products to target location with similar clinical 

friction between products and vessel lumen. 

• Product Deployment - Ability to maneuver and deploy stents and balloons. 

• Anatomical Response – Relevant movement of vasculature due to device interaction (e.g. 

straightening, rebounding). 
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• Imaging Guidance – Ability to visualize vascular structures, products, and clinical landmarks. 

On a scale of 0-5, as depicted in Figure 69, the clinical team was asked to score the in vitro model 

performance compared to a standard glass in vitro model, assigned a score of 3, and a clinical EVAR/ 

FEVAR case, assigned a score of 3,A score of 4 defined as a better than the standard in vitro model but 

not as good as a human clinical scenario.  A score of 2 as worse than the current standard but an 

acceptable simulation, and a score of 1 as not effective for simulation. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Standard 
in-vitro model 

Clinical 
Equivalent 

Above average Acceptable  Not effective 

Figure 69. Semi-Quantitative Phantom Scoring Scheme. 

All parameters collected scored as 4 or above, Table 19, indicative that the flexible patient- specific in 

vitro phantom performed better than the standard in vitro model, glass vasculature, although not quite as 

realistic as the clinical intervention, for environmental and product performance metrics 
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Table 19. Semi-Quantitative Phantom Scores and Physician Comments. 

Attribute Score Physician Comments 

Product 

Trackability 

4 • A little harder to track stents compared to human arteries 

• Wires and catheters translated and rotated through the lumen very 

realistically. 

• Was able to track down the ascending aorta without torqueing. 

• Gaining access to the visceral arteries required a similar amount 

of product maneuvering. 

• Wire and catheter aortic prolapse was realistic. 

Product 

Pushability 

4 • The products required a more realistic force to advance than the 

standard in vitro model for catheters, wires, and proximal stent graft 

products. 

• However, the advancement of the visceral artery stent grafts was 

more difficult compared to clinical. This may have been due to 

subpar model lumen properties or the severe stenosis of the target 

vessels: visceral arteries. 

Product 

Deployment 

5 • Products performed similar to clinically including behavior of 

prolapse, to orientation, difficult access, and deployment. 

• All four stent grafts self-expanded as in clinical intervention from 

maneuvering their orientation, unsheathing, repositioning while 

partially unsheathed, complete un-sheathing, and expansion with 

balloon catheters. 

Anatomical 

Response 

4 

(5 

Balloons) 

• The compliant phantom allowed for clinical vessel straightening 

during product tracking (stiff sheaths, wires, and stent grafts) and 

vessel expansion during product expansion (balloons).  There was 

more movement of the vessels in the iliac and axillary arteries as 

they lacked the tissue boundary conditions of the in vivo condition. 

• Anatomical Response to Specific Devices 

o Axillary sheaths – need to be fixed in place more, too 

much movement when embedded in human tissue 

o Femoral sheaths- need to be fixed in place more, too 

much movement when embedded in human tissue 

o Visceral artery sheaths – straightening of vessels 

happens in humans 

o Self-expanding stents – straightening of vessels happens 

in humans (although more difficult to push) 

o Balloons – same as human 

Imaging Guidance 4.5 • All products appeared the same as clinically. 

• The DSA imaging of the lumen through a pigtail flush catheter 

clearly delineated the aorta from visceral artery takeoffs although the 

opacity of the visceral arteries was noted to be less than during 

intervention. 

• Typical anatomical landmarks were not present in the image (e.g. 

bony structures, intestinal air) 
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5.3 Qualitative Physician Feedback 
Physicians were asked to provide feedback on the simulated procedure for its clinical relevancy and 

impact relating to the simulated procedure environment, the device behavior within the phantom, 

imaging use, and the general simulation experience. 

5.3.1 Simulation Relevance / Impact 
One physician commented that the ability to perform the simulation the day prior to the clinical case was 

the most notable finding as the training on the complex device handling was salient and the ability to 

perform the simulation on a similar anatomy to his patient case led to learnings that he was able to be 

aware of during the case. He coined this term “Just in Time Training” as he was able to implement more 

of the knowledge he gained from his training the day prior than his training two months prior. 

Other physicians described a feeling of increased confidence for the procedure using the new, complex 

device with the gained knowledge of potential complications unique to the patient anatomy and the 

simulation experience of practicing various approaches to resolve possible failure modes. The ability to 

practice renal artery cannulation for the patient case was valuable as this step is usually variable and 

often time-confusing during the procedure using x-ray imaging. 

5.3.2 Model Performance 
In regard to puncturing through the arteries, case 4, the physician reported that the puncture felt softer 

than he would have expected from a patient with calcification. In regard to device tracking within the 

arteries, multiple physicians reported that the tracking of catheters and wires was similar to the clinical 

experience in terms of behavior of back out and prolapse during cannulation with challenging 

angulations. Longer visceral artery lengths were recommended for future phantoms to allow for distal 

support with wires during cannulation. 
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The ability to use fluoroscopic imaging was a valuable experience for cannulation of arteries and 

training on a complex device that relies on fluoroscopy along for device orientation. It was suggested to 

increase transparency of the model for optical visualization in addition to fluoroscopic visualization. 

5.4 Discussion 
The main objective of our research was to determine the clinical impact of performing treatment 

simulation with 3D printed, compliant, patient-specific phantoms. Of the five cases evaluated, each had 

at least one challenge identified in the simulation whose approach was not evident from standard pre-

surgical preparation or standard device training such as improper stent sizing or improper graft 

orientation respectively. Every simulation also was used to identify possible failure modes of the 

devices by use in ways that may not have been performed clinically due to risk of device failure or time 

constraints. Every physician felt the simulation was a valuable training exercise which prepared him/her 

to perform their clinical case with more confidence in the complex procedural steps and device 

selection, use, and behavior. 

The clinical impact scoring method comparing the planned procedures versus the simulated cases and 

the actual cases resulted in 33% and 14% change in procedural approach, for P1-2 and P2-3 

respectively. These results show that there were more procedural changes made from the original 

planned procedure to the simulation, P1-2, than to the procedure, P2-3, including identification of 

possible complications during simulation. The physician spent more time during the simulation, 

compared with the patient procedure, asking questions about the graft deployment and imaging 

techniques with the clinical staff and experimenting with possible device features.  These impactful 

lessons require a surplus of time in a risk-free environment, which are not feasible in a patient 

procedure. 
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We hypothesized that there would be more treatment changes between the planned treatment procedure 

and the simulation procedure, P1-2, compared with the surgical planning simulation and the patient 

interventional procedure, P2-3, as the physician would have the chance to practice, experiment, and 

identify unknown challenges with the clinical simulation as is not possible with 2D diagnostic imaging 

alone. In this regard, the phantom serves as: 1) a diagnostic tool, 2) a training aide, and 3) a rehearsal 

tool to foresee possible periprocedural complications. Without the AAA phantom for simulation, 

interventionists would proceed directly to the procedure from the pre-treatment outline. Therefore, the 

use of a pre-surgical patient specific phantom allowed the physicians to rehearse and refine their planned 

approach, possibly avoiding periprocedural complications and extra time spent on device learning 

during the patient procedure which in turn can decrease radiation exposure to the patient and staff, 

decrease anesthesia and contrast agent exposure to the patient, reduce procedure time by avoiding “on 

the fly” treatment change, and decrease number of devices used. The use of an AAA patient-specific 

phantom demonstrated successful surgical procedure training and a resulting successful patient 

procedure. 

The AAA 3D printed phantoms were evaluated by all physicians to feel more life-like than other in-vitro 

models they had used due to their compliant nature and patient specific geometry attributes. One 

physician was asked to evaluate the model on a semi-quantitative scale.  All attributes were scored 

greater than standard silicone training model, stating the device tracking and prolapse behavior were 

very similar to the clinical experience. 

Future studies should explore the impact of 3D printing as a pre-surgical tool on the patient procedures 

in terms of patient outcomes, hospital metrics, and an economic analysis of the value 3D printing 

simulation phantoms could provide. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Design of anatomical phantoms for use in simulation procedures via Additive Manufacturing is in its 

infancy.  There is a myriad of tools available from in-vitro to in-vivo to classroom teaching for training 

of endovascular products.  However, the availability of these tools is limited and often too little, too 

soon as physicians still learn the majority of product use in clinical procedures with physician 

proctoring, typically months after formal device training.  With advancements in image processing and 

3D printing technology, fabrication of patient specific models for pre-surgical planning by physicians 

and the clinical team is possible. We fabricated patient-specific AAA vascular flow models and 

facilitated clinical simulations of FEVAR graft implantation procedures with continuous fluid flow and 

fluoroscopic guided imaging. 

The ability to additive manufacture a patient-specific in-vitro model in less than 2 weeks for “Just-In-

Time” training has proven to be valuable to physicians and clinical staff of our institution as they 

reported feeling more confident with a procedural plan based on products tested to the patient’s unique 

anatomy in addition to several back-up plans available based on their simulated procedure with the 

models. As FEVAR procedures expand to more hospitals while at the advent of patient-specific 

healthcare, the AAA 3D printed models could have a large impact on training in the current paradigm. 

Our clinical impact scoring method concluded that simulation was more effective at planning for 

periprocedural challenges and complications than standard treatment planning based on CTA diagnostic 

imaging alone, as 57% of the notable procedural steps had either a change in approach or the clinical 

staff spend a considerable amount of time practicing various techniques or approaches, that would not be 

attempted in a patient due to excessive radiation exposure. This is compared with the actual patient 

procedures that resulted in just 16% of the notable procedural steps with either a change in approach or 

the clinical staff spent a considerable amount of time evaluating. Our research showed the positive 
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impact that procedural simulation can affect in terms of improving training, from the perspective of 

training hands-on in a clinically relevant compliant model within a few days of the patient procedure, 

and improving patient-specific procedural preparation, in terms of testing various device combinations 

in the patient anatomy prior to the case to limit the “on-the-fly” treatment plans and decisions day-of. 

Our research was limited to five cases, performed at the infancy of multi-material printing.  Future 

opportunities lie in optimizing the material selections and geometry to improve clinical relevancy in 

terms of mechanical properties; automation of design and post-processing steps; and evaluation of 

clinical and economic value of image guided simulation using 3D printed, compliant, patient-specific 

vascular flow models. 
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